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1 - No One Person Can Speak for All 

Greetings: 

“P” to All - Brother “T” say this for me to All - Please! 

To those of us who are true Christian Spiritualist’s, 

surely, we must have come to understand one fundamental 

Truth, and that is, that no one person regardless of his or 

her position or stature can speak for all men or women. 

How misguided - how stupid - how misled - True 

Christians have become to believe that the Supreme Spirit 

does not listen to the prayers of those who are not as we are. 

Jesus was and is a Jew! I Paul is a Jew! A “true” Christian 

Spiritualist does not communicate effectively or truthfully 

through words and the preaching of Gospels, but rather 

through example. True Christian Spiritualism clearly 

teaches those of us who listen - who pay attention - who see 

- who may or may not hear at the moment that a man of a 

very humble nature some 2000 years ago gave his life for All. 

To our sisters and brothers who are not of our Faith - 

know that we, as good and true Christian Spiritualists love 

and accept All who Love God. True Love is not closed minded 

but is open to and understanding of All Faiths and All People. 

Now, in closing, allow me to say this. 
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I “Pz” love You. 

It is no small job to imitate our brother, Jesus - but it is 

in the trying to, that makes us “true” Christians, and that’s 

truly the good news. 

I Love You - Come See Me! 
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2 - Prayer for Grace 

Preserve us, “O” Supreme Spirit, for in your existence, 

lies our salvation. 

Today, amongst brothers and sisters and our children 

we are happy - let us break bread together and enjoy - not 

only enjoy each other’s companionship but yours dear spirit 

- may we, in full fellowship, eat this meal with you. 

As for me, I will behold your likeness in righteousness 

- I shall be satisfied, when I awake, with your likeness. 

Grace - All of us are thankful for this table - Amen! 

Let us eat, and enjoy, one another’s company - let us be 

united. 

 

 

 

Awareness - Love - Involved - Vitality - Energy = 

ALIVE 
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3 - The Lord’s Prayer 

Our Father who art in heaven; in the angels and in the 

spirits - enlightening them unto wisdom, for thou, Father, 

art light-kindling them unto Love, for thou, Father, are 

Love - dwelling in them and fulfilling them unto perfection, 

for You, Father, are the Supreme good - the eternal good - 

from whom is all good without whom there is no good. 

Hallowed be thy name; Let the knowledge of You be 

bright in us - that we may learn what is the breadth of Your 

benefits, the length of Your promises, the height of Your 

majesty and the depth of Your judgments. 

Thy Kingdom come; that you may reign in us through 

grace and make us come to Your Kingdom - where there is a 

clear vision of You, a perfect love for You - a blessed 

fellowship with You - an everlasting fruition with You. 

Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven; that we may 

love You with all our heart - by always remembering You - 

with all our mind and spirit by always desiring You - Yes, 

with all our minds by directing all our intentions to You and 

by seeking Your honor in All things - with all our might - by 

spending all the strength and powers of our total being in 

the service of Your love and nothing else - and that we may 

love our neighbors as ourselves - doing our utmost to draw 
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all of mankind to You - rejoicing in the good of others as in 

our own - having compassion on them in adversity - and 

giving offense to no one. 

Give us today our daily bread; that is - Your beloved 

Christ-Jesus - for the remembrance and understanding and 

worship of his love and of the things which Christ-Jesus said 

- did - and suffered for all of us. 

And forgive us our debts; by Your ineffable mercy - in 

the Power of the passion of our beloved Christ and through 

the merits and intercession of all of Your elect. 

As we forgive our debtors; and what we do not fully 

forgive - make us - make us forgive in full that we may truly 

love our enemies for Your sake and make honest 

intercession for them with You - that we render not evil for 

evil - but that in You we strive to help all. 

And lead us not into temptations; hidden or manifest - 

fugitive of persistent. 

But deliver us from evil; Past - present - and Future - 

Amen! 

“Pz.” 
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4 - Addition to the Lord’s Prayer 

This is an addition to the Lord’s Prayer interpretation 

that I gave you on April 26, 1982 - I respectfully ask you to 

present this to the members of the Church of the All in All at 

your convenience. May I suggest to you this format: 

1) Read Matthew Chapter 6. 

2) Read Matthew Chapter 18 - verses 21 through 35. 

3) Read the interpretation (paraphrase) of the Lord’s 

Prayer. 

4) Read the following: “And lead us not into 

temptation.” What does this mean? It is quite wrong for 

man to come to the conclusion that God would ever lead him 

into temptation. God tempts no man. In this case, owing to 

a very doubtful transcription, the unfortunate choice of the 

word tempt was made. The right meaning would be 

something like confusion, going astray, looking for the light 

on the wrong path. Hence the petition would be “let us not 

choose wrong paths and seek in the wrong direction, nor 

lose, waste, and fritter away our lives in this manner, but 

restrain us, if necessary, forcibly, even if the process causes 

us pain and suffering.” We should have realized that this is 

what is meant by the wording of the next sentence which 

evidently belongs to it: But deliver us from evil. The little 
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word but is a clear proof of their connection, and the 

meaning is identical with may we recognize what is evil, at 

whatever cost, even at the cost of suffering and pain. May 

the inflexible law of returns touch us every time we do evil, 

for in recognizing our evil lies release also for those who are 

earnest seekers. 

Now we know that the Lord’s Prayer is attributed to 

Christ-Jesus according to the Gospel of Matthew - We also 

know that this Gospel is laced with many errors, many 

glosses, deliberate additions to suit a need of someone, and 

some deliberate deletions. 

We must recognize and must never forget, that in 

praying properly speaking, we are only seeking the power to 

realize ourselves what we are praying for. 

Love, 

“P.”
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5 - Spiritual Mind Healing 

Greetings: 

Good morning and welcome - one and all - to the 

Church of the All in All, to the Family of Christ and I Paul, to 

the Teacher of Teacher’s Meeting. 

When you have nothing, you have nothing to worry 

about, but when you have something worth keeping, you 

have much to be concerned about and safeguard. You see, 

the higher the truth you are considering, the less 

commonplace must be the explanation of it. You must be 

prepared to accept the Message or give up all hope of 

arriving at a right understanding - thinking, if you like - of 

the truth; and, of course, the True Gospel, Peace, Unity, 

Fellowship, Love. The fact that the true fellowship, the 

Unity, the Faith, the Love lies strictly in both the human and 

the spiritual life - it, all of it, calls for thinking - and 

thinking calls for many things. Let us, this morning, address 

ourselves to both aspects of these requirements; meditation 

- thinking. What is meditation? What is thinking? Let me 

take on one at a time or allow me to intertwined the two. 

Now I think, but I also dream. Did you ever know that 

meditation, true meditation, is a miracle? Now what is a 

miracle? Good question. Well, a miracle is an event of the 
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Supreme Spirit, not of Christ-Jesus or I Paul. Think on this 

and learn. His redemptive purposes, through the release of 

certain energies which belong to a plane of a higher purpose 

than one with which we are more familiar, is a miracle. 

A thought, then, is a miracle! Think about this, for that 

is a miracle in itself! Brought back to the wholeness and 

perfection of thought that was gifted to us all and 

righteously so. It is what Jesus said and meant by “Be you 

therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in Perfection, 

Is.” 

Your faith can make you whole; it’s your thinking that 

can make you unwholesome, or perfect! It is when the truth 

makes us free, we can approach towards the transcending of 

three physical laws, rules and regulations and pass through 

the height of divine consciousness.  

You wish to see the “Light”? Then open your heart, 

your minds, your ears. Welcome! Let there be such. 

Throughout this teaching you may hear the word 

perfect and well you may ask “How can life be perfect when 

it is, as we know it, full of evil, sickness and all kinds of 

shame and suffering”? Well, first of all, human judgment 

considers the word “perfect” a relative term. I am using it 

as “Ultimate Perfection” which is at the center of all life. It 

was called, by one some time ago, as the divine prototype! I 
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repeat the words of Jesus - “Be you therefore perfect even 

as your Father which is in Heaven is Perfect.” You see, it was 

an understanding of the Divine Perfection which enabled 

Jesus to perform instantaneous healings. Even a glimpse, a 

thinking, of such perfection is reflected as some manner of 

healing in the lives, the minds, the affairs of all men and 

women to this day. 

Now, allow me to tell you that this is where thinking 

comes sharply into focus - You think even when you do not 

think you are - such as daydreaming or “asleep dreaming.” 

There is not a moment in your life that you do not think - 

even in those periods that you are being guided! Even in 

meditation periods, you are thinking, like it, accept or not, 

it is the truth. Why? You could not exist unless this was the 

truth. 

But allow me to tell you that thinking is no easy road. 

That’s one of the reasons that meditation crops up. It simply 

helps to unite the opposites! The minds! The twins. 

Now let’s speak about or address ourselves to what I 

like to cite as Spiritual Mind Treatment. 

Now what in the Universe could I be talking about? 

What is a Spiritual Mind Treatment? Well, simply put, it’s 

thinking on a higher level than what you have been used to! 

It is an individual thought process whereby the full person’s 
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thinking is directed away from the self, the want or pressing 

problems and put in the direct scope of Divine 

Consciousness, thereby allowing you to express your 

highest righteousness. Spiritual Mind Treatment 

(thinking-meditation) whether for the true self or another, 

is a specific clarification of the minds, so that the Divine 

Perfect action of the Universal Mind Power can enter in.  

Now what are you, dear friend? A being? 

Yes, you are “a being,” but you are a spirit, living in a 

mental world, expressing on a material level through a 

physical body. “A being” - now simply “think” on this and 

“meditate” on this. And, come home to it in thought and 

beyond, both in unity, peace, love and understanding as the 

Message has taught us. You see, dear friends, everything 

should be made as simple as possible but not simpler. 

Now in the Message we have a foundation of 

understanding. But let’s define our terms! Let us begin with 

the term miracle. What is a miracle? A miracle is any 

dramatic change in body or affairs that appears to be 

supernatural because it is beyond explanation. A miracle is 

a law-abiding event by which the Supreme Spirit 

accomplishes its redemptive purposes through the release 

of energies which belong to the Plane of being higher than 

that with which we are normally familiar. 
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Redemptive means being redeemed from our foolish 

ways and brought back to the wholeness and perfection that 

is rightfully ours. It is what Jesus means by Be ye therefore 

perfect, even as your Father which is in Heaven is Perfect; It 

is: Thy Faith hath made you whole; it is when the truth has 

made us free; it is the transcending of physical law to the 

higher or Divine law. Throughout the Message you will find 

the word “perfect,” and many have - “How can life be 

perfect when it is filled with evil, sickness, unrighteousness 

and all manner of suffering?” Human judgment considers 

the word “perfect” a relative term. But the Message uses it 

as Ultimate Perfection which is at the Center of All Life. 

I repeat the words of Jesus - “Be ye therefore perfect as 

your Father who is in Heaven is Perfect.” - That was simply 

an understanding of the Divine Consciousness which 

enabled Jesus to perform instantaneous healings, even a 

glimpse of perfection is reflected as some manner of healing 

in the lives and affairs of men and women. 

So, what is a Spiritual Mind Treatment? Is it a Message? 

Is it Faith? Is it Hope? Is it Love? Yes and No! But it is 

thought, thinking, meditation, prayer, understanding, 

unity and an individual process before it becomes a 

Universal process and therefore collective! But it is more! 

Ever hear about contemplation? Have you ever practiced the 

presence of God? 
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You see, your thinking then is directed or, if you wish, 

guided away from your wants or petty problems or self and 

you are placed in alignment with the Divine Consciousness 

- if you are true, your needs will never be forsaken! 

Now “P” challenges you, any one of you, to go out into 

the world and buy a better “Life Insurance Policy.” I defy 

you to do so. O’ Saul, O’ Saul, why do you kick against the 

pricks? Now let us continue in our revelation of the Message 

of I Paul. But yet - first - before we go any further, allow me 

to say that Brother “T” will be given and will retain (not 

must retain, will) certain pertinent truths that will, beyond 

a doubt establish and prove the creditability of the Chief 

Patriarch and the Church of the All in All. But that’s not the 

theme of what we are attempting to say herein, yet it will be 

the major subject of one of our next communications - “If.”  

So, what is truly Spiritual Healing? Your “minds” dear 

brothers and sisters, your minds! 

Spiritual “mind” Healing is a healing accomplished 

through a changing of the mind (physical). 

You see, it is an establishing of a consciousness of 

wholeness in the invisible realm of mind that is bound to 

produce a corresponding effect upon the body of affairs. 

Man is a triune being, he is a spirit, living in a mental world, 

expressing on a material level through body and? - What a 
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question here? That’s two questions in a row - Let us make 

it three! What is Universal Mind Power? The Message tells 

us, or attempts to, but do you really know what it is? 

Universal Mind Power is an all-inclusive term 

encompassing all that the Supreme Spirit is - Omnipresent, 

Omniscient and Omnipotent. Now what does all this mean? 

Well, Omnipresent means everywhere present - there 

is no place where He is not. 

Omniscient means All knowing, encompassing all 

Wisdom and Intelligence. Omnipotent means All Power - 

“All Power is given unto me in Heaven and in earth,” said 

the man who best understood the Omnipotence of God. The 

Messiah. 

So, you see, every “Treatment” should be based on an 

awareness of the Three Omni’s, as well as the attributes of 

God. 

We created in the Image of our maker, Spirit, have 

inherited such attributes as Spirit, Mind, Life, Truth, Peace, 

Light, Power, Joy, Wholeness, Beauty, Faith, Hope, Charity. 

We should All demonstrate such. 

What is Demonstration? It is any change in the 

physical, material or visible circumstances that is the 

manifestation of an awareness of one’s inner perfection. It 
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is the evidence of Truth realized in consciousness. Any 

Healing of Mind, body or affairs is commonly called a 

Demonstration. What we are truly attempting herein is to 

get people to understand their true nature and live it! You 

see, for too long man has allowed himself to be a pawn of 

the elements of the world and has not taken his rightful 

position as a True child of God. 

The word tells us that we were made in the image and 

likeness of our Maker, endowed with all the attributes of the 

Supreme Spirit - “So God created he them - and God blessed 

them and spoke unto them - ‘Be my children - go forth 

together and make my lands fruitful - for I see what I have 

created, and I know it is beautiful and Whole’.” 

Now, in its deep esoteric meaning, all of the above 

means that we are, we must have dominion over our 

conscious thoughts as well as over our sub-conscious 

thoughts and our effect upon the Universe. He said, “By 

their fruits you shall know them.” 

Now I intend to awaken you all to the fact that you need 

not remain in bondage to your own negative thinking nor to 

the foolish conditions and circumstances that you have 

ignorantly brought upon yourselves. 

You see, man is not the creature of circumstances - 

circumstances are the creatures of mankind! As I Paul spoke 
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to the Galatians, allow me to repeat - “Stand just therefore 

in the liberty wherewith Christ has made us free and be not 

entangled again with the yoke of bondage.” 

You see, we are talking about Spiritual Freedom - the 

Freedom of the sons and daughters of God. All of us need to 

stop now and then and remind ourselves that we are not in 

bondage to circumstances, not to situations involving 

people. No, not even to conditions of the body that seem so 

real. 

We are free with the Freedom of the sons and daughters 

of the Supreme Spirit, children of the Most High. As such, 

we have been given dominion over our lives and our 

circumstances. Right within our self-imposed bondage, we 

can find the Freedom that we seek. 

Once we find the Freedom, our Freedom within the 

outer must always conform to the inner. If it takes a miracle, 

well and good. The time is coming! 

I know thy works - Behold - I have set before you an 

open door - one that no human can close. For you have such 

weak, little strength - yet, have you kept my word and not 

denied my presence? If so, behold, I open a door for you in 

Heaven, and once open, it can never be denied. 

Now dear companion, you have been delegated a life-
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line - It may not be a pleasant one; you may not enjoy life at 

all. Courage and show it. We will walk with you. Now the only 

thing we demand is that you keep the Faith, the Hope and 

the Charity and all those three words imply. 

Allow me to question. What Hope was there for a person 

like I Paul who was cruel and crude and crass? Where did his 

Faith come from? Where did his Charity come from? How? 

Why? He was Spiritually dead, yet he completely turned 

around. He became humble, he became brave, and he 

became a child - a True child of the Supreme Spirit, Totally. 

You see, Jesus was looking for him, and yes, he found 

him - Oh did he ever! And once he had Christ-Jesus, he had 

Life and he turned from Saul to I Paul. You, too, have walked 

to Damascus and been blinded yet today you see. Just as 

brother Paul in all his crudeness came to understand and 

then serve, so can you - let it be so! 

Now do you see? Do you hear? Can you now understand, 

and can you join? Can you speak out? Can you listen? Can 

you give and can you also receive? Space will tell. 

Now Spiritual Healing and its higher partner, Spiritual 

Mind Healing, is no new philosophy. It’s been alive and well 

for “time” immemorial. 

Now listen. Judge not and you shall not be judged - but 
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accepted. Hate not and you shall be loved and cared for. Be 

not a fool and you shall be that which has always been 

desired. 

Now Spiritual Mind Healing is the healing of the whole 

person - it may be instantaneous or emerge gradually over 

a period of “time.” Many such healings are considered to be 

miracles simply because medical science is unable to 

explain them from the scientific viewpoint. 

Now think of this truth: A True Spiritual Healing takes 

place through the changing of the mind (lower mind). 

The word was given a long time ago - “Repent, the 

Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.” To repent is to change one’s 

mind and take a right about face in one’s attitude to life. 

This is what happens when one is ready, open to accept a 

Spiritual Mind Healing. Without a total open mind, you 

cannot receive, never, unless someone else intercedes for 

you at their own expense. Take a good look at the throne of 

Jesus - a Cross - and his crown - thorns -can you so endure? 

Sure, have the courage to endure, but why? It’s been done 

for you. Why not go forth and teach and preach what the 

Throne and the Crown mean! Do you have that courage and 

that respect? Well, let me tell you that you must first have 

the courage to endure before you can receive a Spiritual 

Mind Healing. The mind’s road to the Supreme Spirit 
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through Christ-Jesus requires a Spiritual Healing - a 

healing to cure your blindness, your deafness and your 

stubborn unrighteousness. 

It’s no secret that humans are not able to overcome 

their spiritual and physical blindness, deafness, etc., merely 

by a great exertion of the physical mind. It takes a Spiritual 

Mind Healing. The Supreme Spirit’s splendor lies open 

before Christ-Jesus alone - and only those persons who are 

united with Christ-Jesus in Faith and in Hope and Love can 

share in The Vision. Faith, Hope and Love are the Spiritual 

Senses which restore mankind’s power to see and hear, 

taste and touch the reality of The Supreme Spirit - Faith, 

Hope and Love are the Foundations of a Spiritual Mind 

Healing. 

Now the Message of I Paul clearly cautions us not to 

rush forward blindly. In fact, it tells us to forsake the 

forwardness and aim upwards. Have any of you come to 

realize that upward is inward? Let me enlighten you. We 

hope the following will help you to better understand terms 

having to do with spatial or local references, such as 

progress, ascension, lifting up of your hearts and minds, 

etc. You are not going to meet the Supreme Spirit in outer 

space, in fact or in imagination, but within yourselves. 

Ecstasy, in its proper meaning, ought really to be called 

home-coming, when the true self stands in God’s Presence. 
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When you endeavor to lift up the eyes of your mind to 

things unseen, you have regards to similitudes from the 

visible things, as if they were as many steps toward 

knowledge. Thus, when you speak of something as “the 

highest” in Spiritual or invisible matters, this does not 

mean something located above the pole of Heaven, but 

rather “the inner most.” Hence, to ascend to God is First in 

reality to enter the true self. And not only this, but, in some 

indescribable manner, to pass beyond the self in depth. He 

or she who, so-to-speak, enters his or her own true self and 

through the senses of his or her body, goes out with desire 

toward the visible things, which are passing and perishable, 

he or she truly declines from his or her natural dignity to 

that which is low and base. 

That which is innermost is also nearest and highest and 

eternal. 

That which is outermost is lowest and remote and 

perishable. To shift, therefore, from the outermost to the 

innermost is the same as to ascend from the lowest to the 

highest and to recollect oneself out of a state of dispersion, 

confusion and instability. Knowing as you do that the world 

is external to you, while God is inside, when you turn from 

the world to God and lift yourself up from that which is 

lowest, you must pass through the self - and thus, when you 

withdraw from the outer things which are transitory, it is as 
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if you are riding the waves, till you reach the calm that is 

within you. Believe us, upward is inward!  

Now let us tell you this. The Supreme Spirit is and 

always has been. With the Supreme Spirit there is no time, 

there is no space. You can be healed - right now even - 

wherever you are! Spiritual Mind Healing recognizes that 

every thought and feeling you have, activates a Universal 

Law of cause and effect, which then creates circumstances 

in our lives corresponding to what you think and feel. And if 

you desire to change your circumstances, you must change 

your thoughts and feelings which caused them. You are free 

to do this at any time. 

But what happens when you are overwhelmed by 

problems? When you are confused and troubled by the very 

thought or feelings you desire to change? What should you 

do? First you need to exert a calm but impassioned ethical 

and spiritual reasoning while engaging in your semi-silent 

preparation. You see, the Message, like the True Gospel, is 

nothing until someone truly hears it.  

You must not be in flight from responsibility. You must 

not forsake your commitments as humans to humanity and 

your commitment to shape your lives to Christ’s 

expectation of you, which is perfection, for that is 

remaining faithful to his truth. 
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Preparation is, as you know, Eternal and a necessity of 

attaining perfection and perfection in preparation is a 

prerequisite to the obtaining of the New Worlds. It requires 

change. 

You see, you are all searching for something, but you 

stand still. I tell you what you seek will not come by waiting 

for it. You must exert the effort - you must be Action. You 

must change! Neither shall you find what it is you are 

searching for by saying lo, there it is, lo, here it is. What you 

are so eagerly looking for is spread out before you, so visible 

you render it invisible and fail to comprehend it. Recognize 

what is in your sight and all that you believe is hidden from 

you will become manifest, but first you must change and 

place your selves in a state of supererogation. 

Harmony knows nothing of discord but all of you do! 

Love has never heard or hate but all of you have. The 

Supreme Spirit knows of no devil but some of you used to 

and millions of so-called Christians profess to know him or 

of him. God is transcendent and imminent and 

omnipresent. It is only as you translate the commonplace 

into the terms of the transcendence that you shall recognize 

and realize the imminence. It is only when you elevate the 

commonplace to the mountaintops that you shall 

understand and enter into the transcendence. For they are 

one and the same - equal and identical, even as the Supreme 
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Spirit is equally omnipresent throughout the vast cosmos - 

not moving but causing everything within it to move. Every 

day is a fresh beginning. Every day is the world made new 

and when you discover that split-second beyond “time” 

that Christ-Jesus, I Paul and all the great, good and wise 

have told you about. That moment in the Eternal present 

when you are no longer conditioned by the past and when 

anticipation of the future does not condition the present - 

you shall be free. 

All creation, in my estimation, is the expression of the 

Supreme Spirit - a Self-expression of the Infinite - the 

articulation - that which needs instrumentality for its own 

identity. Therefore, only as you, with wonder, reverence and 

enthusiasm identify yourselves with the living Spirit can 

you hope that the Living Spirit, through this 

instrumentality, shall shape the course of your existence 

and sing the song of Eternity to you, identified with Divine 

givingness, the human you surrendering yourself to 

intuition will hopefully learn to speak the language of 

Eternity. This is one of the greatest revelations you can have 

- find one man or woman or child who has become 

acquainted with the Divine Presence and you will learn more 

from him, if you pay strict attention, than from all the books 

you can ever read. There is an integrity beyond yours - there 

is an imagination beyond yours - there is a feeling deeper 
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than yours, and yet you are, or by now should be, akin to it. 

Whoever listens closely to his own spirit shall hear a song 

no one else can ever sing. Who listens to the harmony of his 

own being - though he or she be in the desert or on the 

mountaintop alone, shall compose a symphony which no 

instrument can ever be attuned to - for it can be played only 

on the harp strings of his or her own heart and understood 

only by their own minds. There is hidden within the minds 

of all of you a Divinity. There is incarnated in all of you that 

which is an incarnation of spirit; this Divine incarnation is 

not a projection of the Divine into the human, for we have 

learned that God cannot project Himself outside of Himself. 

There is and can be no such thing as a distinct or separate 

individual that would be separate from the Universe. An 

“individual” means something separate from something 

else. 

Man is not an individual in God, for this would 

presuppose isolation and separation and disunion. You are 

an individualization of God. 

Unity permits of no division. Let me put it this way: the 

altar of God will not accept any gift made in isolation, of fear 

or appeasement. It is only the pure in heart, the child-like 

mind and the meek who can see Him. 

There is no arrogance in spirituality for intellectual 
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arrogance is spiritual blindness and whoever is spiritually 

blind cannot be the recipient of a Spiritual Mind Healing. 

Whoever is Spiritually deaf is also precluded from receiving 

a Spiritual Mind Healing as are all of the unrighteous and 

part-time Christians. We hope that all of you clearly 

understand that the Spiritually blind, deaf, intellectually 

arrogant, the unrighteous and the part-time 

procrastinators must change. Such as these who will exert 

the honest effort on a full-time basis will be lovingly 

assisted and guided into the Light and toward a Spiritual 

Mind Healing. 

Keep in mind that we serve a Christ of a second chance 

- one of forgiveness, after all, how many times did he say “I 

forgive you - go now and commit no more evil?” The only 

catch here is that you must accept, unconditionally, the 

forgiveness and then yourself become a forgiver. 

Now as we said, there is no arrogance in spirituality - 

for intellectual arrogance is spiritual blindness. The 

stupidity - the ignorance - the futility - and the littleness of 

the intellect is a crime against the spirit - a denial of that 

sublime thing within you which wants to take flight to more 

of the complete, more of the perfect. 

What was it that Christ-Jesus proclaimed? “I am the 

way, the truth and the life; no man, woman or child cometh 
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unto the Father, but by me.” He was not talking about Jesus 

- he was talking about you. Christ-Jesus gave you back to 

yourselves. How are you ever going to consciously reach God 

other than through your own nature? There are no prophets 

other than the wise. There is no God beyond truth and no 

revelation higher than the realization of the Divinity within 

us. That which the ages have failed to reveal you must 

reveal. Each to him or herself, in the secret chamber of their 

heart -the secret place of the most high - where only and 

alone does one abide under the shadow of the Almighty. This 

aloneness is not loneliness. It is the one all-inclusive, all-

penetrating unity of everything that is. This was the claim 

Christ-Jesus made upon the Universe. And you must do the 

same. Identify yourselves with the same presence. The same 

spirit and the same principle. The mind and the spirit cannot 

help but generate love. Since you are one with All Life, you 

must fully express the most life you can. Your life is our life 

- our life is your life - we cannot leave you out and 

understand ourselves. You are incomplete. Some of you are 

lame and blind and halt without inclusion. Your littleness, 

the narrow vision of your perspective causes the horizon of 

God’s boundless skies to press so close to you that you are 

suffocated by that which alone can give life. You must 

reverse the process. The eternal, the everlasting, the infinite 

knows nothing about your little ways, your petty thoughts, 
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your little divisions and subdivisions that stifle the mind, 

the thought process and the imagination. You have tried to 

contain the infinite in a small measure that will not hold it. 

You have tried to reduce the eternal to the level of the 

temporal, and the temporal cannot contain it. In your 

anguish you have beseeched the living God to save you from 

limitation, but it is you, alone, who can free yourselves. 

Some day when you come to the great reality in 

adoration, having surrendered your littleness, your fears, 

your longings, your heavens and hells, when you come 

naked and clean and unafraid, then shall your horizon be 

extended, and the night shall cease. Then shall your valleys 

be elevated to the mountaintops and God Himself shall go 

forth anew into His creation through you - lighting your 

path to the indwelling city of God at the center of your own 

being. You will never realize the fruits of your inherent 

abilities unless you move toward them and away from your 

self-inflicted stagnation. Effort - Action - Change is a way 

to a Spiritual Mind Healing also. 

What would you say and how would you respond if 

someone were to inform you that you have the freedom, at 

this very moment, to experience the reality of your true self? 

Well, prepare yourself, because you do have this freedom 

and you can make a decision now to open your mind to a life 

without limitation. It is a common belief that a person must 
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grow into understanding or must build a consciousness of 

wholeness and maturity. The truth is that behind the facade 

of personality, emotions and mental states there resides a 

bright, whole, functional and healthy being awaiting the 

opportunity of total freedom of expression. This being, this 

true self of every person, is a specialized unit of awareness 

called spirit. The spirit is extension into mind and matter, of 

God consciousness. The natural inclination, the natural 

urge and tendency of the spirit is in the direction of 

awakening, unfoldment and final completion of its destined 

purpose. Therefore, no person can possibly fail to eventually 

experience the true self. When the true self is experienced, 

it is largely determined by the individual’s willingness to 

accept the freedom and wholeness. Many of you say you 

want to be free, but you are not willing to accept freedom, or 

you are not willing to release concepts, feelings and 

attitudes which prevent unrestricted expression. 

Many, during a moment of honest reflection, will admit 

that they have been so accustomed to limitation, to 

problems and routines, that they have grown comfortable in 

their small world of relationships and habitual schedules. 

What we are here proposing is honest self-evaluation and 

the cultivation of an attitude which will allow you to make 

changes in your inner and outer life so that the real you, the 

real being, can be allowed to awaken, unfold, and fully 
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express the grand potential. We want to make it very clear 

that it is natural for you to be healthy, happy, functional and 

totally free. 

Now we did not say that it was normal to be this way. To 

be normal, in your society, means to adapt and to relate in a 

manner which is acceptable to the majority of other people. 

To be normal is to get along, to survive, to cope with life’s 

little challenges and to make it to the grave without too 

much unhappiness. Millions of men and women live 

“normal” lives, and they are satisfied, after a fashion, to do 

so. Out of the millions who share this planet there are many 

who are not living a “normal” or fruitful life, instead they 

are leading lives of quiet desperation or they are functional 

neurotics. Some, of course, among the many, cannot even 

function, so they either become psychotic or they die. Very 

few men and women live as they were designed to live, with 

total awareness and total freedom and understanding. 

Now we are purposely stressing the ideal of 

experiencing the true self rather than knowing about the 

true self. You may acknowledge the truth of being, but still 

not be able to experience it. It is very interesting to realize 

that each person is already the true self, even when this is 

not known or experienced. What has happened in many 

instances is that the true self has become muted by the 

person’s mental concepts, poor attitudes, sub-par feelings 
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and poor relationships, which have blinded the person to 

truth and reality; or one may have grown accustomed to 

playing a certain role in order to cope and relate. Such a 

person may say “I’m doing my own thing.” Of course, this 

person is doing his or her personality thing, but he or she 

are not doing the true self thing. Are you one of these? Just 

as you are already the true self, whether you consciously 

know it or not, so are you already living in the present 

moment, even though you may be mentally and emotionally 

involved with past experiences or future dreams. You have 

all known people (perhaps you are or have been one) who 

almost constantly think of the past or who almost 

constantly think of the future, but who seldom appreciate 

and acknowledge what is presently unfolding about them. 

They may say they want to live fully, and they want to 

experience freedom, but they somehow are unable to grasp 

the fact that what is currently being experienced (or what 

can be now experienced) is the only real opportunity to 

know what life and living is all about. To live fully in the 

present, you must come to terms with past experiences and 

relationships and have a reasonable outlook concerning 

future possibilities. If you have not resolved conflicts and 

emotional reactions relative to past experiences, you will 

not only be unable to live fully in the moment, but you will 

be suppressing energy and creative talents because of 
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mental and emotional unrest. 

While fully experiencing the moment, you should have 

a fairly clear idea of what the near and distant future hold 

for you. You do not have to specifically outline the future, 

but you should, by now, be able to anticipate it. How do you 

handle yourself within relationships with others and your 

world? Do you feel defeated, and do you think in terms of 

being at the mercy of circumstances? If so, you are a prime 

candidate for a Spiritual Mind Healing, but you must 

institute the necessary preliminary steps in order to become 

eligible. 

It’s true that most people do not feel entirely defeated, 

nor do they feel completely free, they just live day to day and 

try to cope with whatever needs to be handled. To cope 

means to struggle or contend on almost even terms, with 

sometimes success and more often failure. You deserve 

better than having to forever cope with life. Remember, you 

are designed to be free. You possess all of the talents and all 

of the ability to be master of your own mind, emotions and 

actions. If you are willing to order your thoughts, adjust 

your mental attitude, maintain emotional balance and 

become involved in living a creative, purposeful life, you 

will experience fulfillment not known to your peers. This 

has been known for ages, but even in today’s world, only a 

few out of the many are able to experience the true inner self 
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and function as a free being. 

We hope that you are one of the few out of the many 

who will respond to this Message and make an inner 

agreement to unfold your potential in order to experience 

your destined freedom and eternal life. You do this and you 

will receive a Spiritual Mind Healing. So be it! 

In Love, Peace, Harmony and Understanding, 

Spirits and “Pz.” 
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6 - What is the Peace of God? 

Greetings: 

It has been said that there is a kind of Peace not of this 

world. How is it recognized? How is it found? And being 

found, how can it be retained? Let us consider each of these 

questions separately, for each reflects a different step along 

The Way. 

First, how can the Peace of God be recognized? God’s 

Peace is recognized at first by just one thing - in every way 

it is totally unlike any previous experience. It calls to mind 

nothing that went before. It brings with it no past 

associations. It is a new thing entirely. There is a contrast, 

yes, between this thing and all the past. But strangely, it is 

not a contrast of true differences. The past just slips away, 

and in its place is everlasting quiet. Only that. The contrast 

first conceived has merely gone. Quiet has reached to cover 

everything. 

How is this quiet found? No one can fail to find it who 

seeks out its conditions. God’s Peace can never come where 

anger is, for anger must deny that Peace exists. Who sees 

anger as justified in any way or any circumstance proclaims 

that Peace is meaningless, and must believe that it cannot 

exist. In this condition Peace cannot be found. Therefore, 
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forgiveness is the necessary condition for finding the Peace 

of God. More than this, given forgiveness there must be 

Peace. For what except attack will lead to war? And what but 

Peace is opposite to war? Here the initial contrast stands out 

clear and apparent. Yet when Peace is found, the war is 

meaningless. And it is conflict now that is perceived as non-

existent and unreal. 

How is The Peace of God retained, once it is found? 

Returning anger, in whatever form, will drop the heavy 

curtain once again, and the belief that Peace cannot exist 

will return once again. War is again accepted as the one 

reality. Now must you once again lay down your sword, 

although you do not recognize that you have picked it up 

again. But you will learn, as you remember even faintly now 

that happiness was yours without it, that you must have 

taken it again as your defense. Stop for a moment now and 

think of this - Is conflict what you want, or is God’s Peace 

the better choice? Which gives You more? A tranquil mind is 

not a little gift. Would you not rather live than choose to die? 

Living is joy, but death can only weep! You see in death 

escape from what you made. But this you do not see - that 

you made death, and it is but illusion of an end. Death 

cannot be escape, because it is not life in which the problem 

lies. Life has no opposite, for it is God! Life and death seem 

to be opposites because you have decided death ends life. 
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Forgive the world, and you will understand that everything 

that God created cannot have an end, and nothing he did not 

create is real! In this one sentence is our Message explained. 

In this one sentence is its practicing given - its one 

direction. And in this one sentence is the Supreme Spirit’s 

total teaching, through Christ-Jesus, specified exactly as it 

is. 

What is the Peace of God? No more than this - that His 

Will is totally without opposite, there is no thought that 

contradicts his Will, yet can be true. The contrast between 

His Will and yours but seemed to be reality. In truth there 

was no contrast for His Will is Yours. Now is the might Will 

of God Himself His gift to you. He does not seek to keep it for 

himself. Why would you seek to keep your tiny frail 

imaginings apart from Him? The Will of God is one and all 

there is. This is your heritage. The Universe beyond the sun 

and stars, and all the thoughts of which you can conceive, 

belong to You. God’s peace is the condition for His Will. 

Attain his peace and You remember Him. And when You 

remember him you spread his Peace everywhere. 

Peace, Love, Unity, Truth, 

“Pz.”
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7 - A Message to All the Family Members 

Greetings: 

Dear brothers and sisters, it has been written that hope 

is the blueprint of Faith. I have hope for many of you and I 

have faith in some of you. Yet I truly and sincerely love you 

all even those who constantly frustrate and disappoint me. I 

am deeply indebted to the Message for teaching me patience 

and forgiveness for without them I would be lost but they 

are only parts of the total whole that leads to true spiritual 

love. Sad as it is, I only know a few people who can actually 

discern and separate the different between true spiritual 

love and emotional physical love. Still sadder, I only know a 

few who attempt to practice true spiritual love. 

All of us have a task, such being to transcend ignorance 

and transform the world, but some of you always know just 

enough about the Message of I Paul to make you ignorant. 

Haven’t you realized yet that you have an obligation to be 

your true self? No one else is qualified. All of us have 

inherited this world. Have you got your share? Do you help 

others get theirs? Do you care enough to share with others 

what you have, regardless of its amount? It has been said 

that a poor man’s poverty is his destruction. Do you 

contribute to his destruction? 
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You see, righteousness and goodness must find its 

expression in your activity. True Christian Spiritualism is 

not expressed by refraining from evil but by constantly 

doing “good works,” a state of activity that allows no space 

for evil. 

Now some of you may ask, “What is a good work?” 

Answer - Love! Not love as an “emotional feeling” but love 

as an “unselfish action” on behalf of the well-being of all. I 

Paul, in I Corinthians 13 tells the world what love does but 

not a word on how love feels! 

How many of you actually know what true spiritual love 

is? First let me tell you what it isn’t. It’s not how much you 

love God! True spiritual love is how much God loves you! I 

doubt that there exists a human being anywhere who can be 

found that doesn’t have a spark of hope within them 

someplace. 

I do know that every human being everywhere has a full 

measure of faith - I Paul wrote - “For I say, through the 

grace given unto me, to every man or woman among you, 

not to think of themselves more highly than they ought to 

think - but to think soberly - according as God has dealt to 

everyone the measure of Faith.” You see we all have been 

gifted the same measure of faith, but we do not all use it for 

the purposes given. There is no reward in finding the full 
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measure of faith within us, it’s what we do with it that 

rewards us. Yes, there abides in us all faith, hope, and love 

and we know that the greatest of these three is love, agapé, 

charity and all that those words imply. 

Now I say to you all, give me a man or a woman, who 

before all things, loves God with all they have, who love 

themselves and their neighbors in the same measure each 

loves God and who loves his enemy as one who perhaps may 

love them someday and who love their parents and their 

children in the flesh tenderly, on account of nature, and who 

love their masters in the spirit dearly, on account of grace, 

whose love for all creatures is regulated by their love of God, 

and who despises the earth, looks up to heaven, uses this 

world as if they were not using it, who, by a secret sense of 

their spirit, discerns the things which are to be used and 

those which are to be enjoyed for themselves so that they 

relate transitory means to transitory ends and only as the 

present need requires, while embracing things eternal with 

eternal desires. Give me, I say, such a man or woman, and I 

will boldly pronounce such as wise, who take things for 

what they really are, and have a right, with truth and 

assurance to boast saying, “God has ordered charity in me.” 

You see, dear brothers and sisters, God has ordered 

charity in all of us but, few, if any, are willing to face up to 

the problems such an order brings with it. 
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Have you not learned from the Message of I Paul that 

you must make a decision before you can conceivably solve 

any problem? The Message says clearly that “you are 

capable of making decisions,” why, then, do you hesitate? 

The longer you procrastinate the longer the problem exists, 

and this is one way in which you clearly prove that you are 

the victim of your own punishment! 

I believe, dear brothers and sisters, that you all realize 

that your insufficiencies of faith, hope, and love are a 

problem, not only to yourselves, but to All in All. 

Not only must you make a decision, but, in truth, you 

are forced to make a decision, like it or not, accept it or not, 

before you can solve any problem, no matter how large or 

small it may be! 

Now I have heard from many of you the necessity of 

positive thinking, whether you in truth practice what you 

preach or do not. Now I know the necessity for positive 

thinking - Positive thinking is great - but you must give 

Action to such thoughts to make them truly positive and not 

simply positive negated thoughts. 

I have also heard and seen some of you declare that “I 

am in the Way” or “I’ve been in the Way for a long time 

now!” Yes, I’ve said to myself, right smack in the middle of 

it, obstructing everybody else who truly want to be in The 
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Way! The right Way! The true Christian Spiritual Way! Don’t 

be, or become, a stumbling block, don’t place any barriers in 

your brother or sister’s way. Your “time” can be better spent 

in helping to remove them. 

Now I know that many of you live today in a state of 

confusion, fear, despair and uncertainty of your purpose in 

life. Now some of this can be traced to “our times,” the 

recession and yes, the depression, which many of you find 

difficult to cope with. But you wouldn’t be faced with such 

states of mind if you would only follow the Message of I Paul 

exactly as given. 

Now the Supreme Will not only wants you to have 

much, but to have it in abundance. They key to abundance 

lies in your willingness to give. To give cheerfully and in 

abundance with no fear towards having nothing and with no 

thoughts of great rewards. All giving and all receiving is an 

independent act of humility and love and the doing of God’s 

Will, the well-being of all, freely. Love is a many-faceted 

energy and devotion and one of its main facets is good will 

to All. Good Will is a friendly, cheerful, loving attitude of 

giving freely of yourself and in sharing your abundance, 

whatever that may be - a smile, an understanding, a 

listening, a welcoming, something material and so forth. 

No, I didn’t forget love, I just believe that you all know about 

giving it, always and all ways. All of you are living on 
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something borrowed and it needs be returned. I know that 

some of you feel that you have nothing to give but remember 

what the great teacher said, “What you do for the least of 

these you do it unto me.” Even the giving of a glass of water 

to one truly in need is a blessed giving! Whatever you give, 

you truly give to your Christ-Jesus, and such free givings as 

these can never be lost for the Law of Reciprocity is eternal. 

You see, in the midst of all this world’s turmoil, you 

have a Kingdom of love, truth, unity, and peace that will not, 

cannot pass away as this world will. 

Now for those of you who are uncertain of your purpose 

in life, let me say this - Actions are determined by character 

and character is determined by purpose in life. The heart 

and minds should have but a single purpose in life - the 

soul! 

Know you not, that faith is a precious gift, a walk, a 

pilgrimage and a steady beholding of Christ-Jesus in your 

minds and heart? Know you not, that Christ-Jesus is your 

personal introduction to God? 

Know you not that Christ-Jesus is the channel of God’s 

thoughts and his voice and that from Christ-Jesus, either 

directly or through your spirit guide, you receive such? 

Know you not, that you set the pattern for all of this by 
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the extent of your faith? You have received a full measure of 

faith, but God measures to you, through Christ-Jesus, to the 

extent that you utilize the gift of faith. That is why some 

people have social security and others have spiritual 

security! 

In conclusion let me say this - Get out of the “money 

only” syndrome. Don’t let the sun go down over you without 

having given something to another - Your love, your 

energy, your help, your gifts, yes, your coat or your shoes if 

need be, but give something, even a prayer from the heart. 

We all want daily bread but how many of us plant daily to 

insure the bread of tomorrow? Plant the seed today - eat the 

bread tomorrow! Be consistent in your giving on a daily 

basis and it will flow back to you a hundred-fold. 

Some of you go through your cogitations, your 

meditations, your contemplations and your prayers as if 

they were rites or ceremonial rituals. Some of you don’t 

even bother with them or you simply do them when you feel 

like it. 

The same applies to all the other prerequisites given in 

the Message of I Paul. Such prerequisites are not rites or 

rituals but the “home-work” of the Message, the essential 

training necessary for one to become a true Christian 

Spiritualist. Diaries anyone? Such misdirected action was 
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the failing of the Jews in Jesus’ time and has been the failing 

of countless human beings ever since who pay so much 

attention to the externals of their religion that the inner 

demands are forgotten. Now all religions set forth lofty 

ideals for their members, but they also cloud these by 

setting up an immense array of ceremonial rules, that the 

true worship of God is secondary. All religions in the world, 

Christian or non-Christian have found rules, rites, and 

ceremonies necessary to hold on to their flocks, a battle 

which many of them are losing. There exists nowhere in the 

world a purely spiritual (in the sense of “formless”) 

religion. The difficulty is, and probably will remain for a 

while longer, that so many human beings think superficially 

- it is very much easier to adopt a practice than to dwell on 

a spiritual truth. So, one of the most mournful aspects of 

human history is found in the violent controversies that 

have raged over purely external matters - rites, rituals and 

ceremonies! This type of mental insanity which regards 

specific ceremonies as of vital consequence was exhibited in 

Jesus’ day by all the insane and silly cults, sects and 

religions that existed at that time and have been carried over 

in part to our present day and age; and it is best exhibited by 

those narrow-minded partisans of every type of religion 

everywhere. 

You see, religions and religionists lead people astray; 
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they have been doing it for centuries. They have so many 

rites, rules and regulations that they have successfully and 

severely restricted the spiritual and social freedom of all of 

their adherents. 

Do you know what religiosity truly is? Let me tell you. 

It’s a cemetery with a grave upon which rests a tombstone 

with the word “religion” clearly and deeply cut into it. You 

don’t learn about the Supreme Spirit or the truth about 

Christ-Jesus in the cemetery! There’s nothing living there! 

All that comes out of one is dry bones! If there really was a 

devil that’s where you would find him! 

Now I don’t know about you, but I do know about me - 

my body is going to the cemetery but my “life” is going on 

to a much better, a much greater Place! 

Now, dear brothers and sisters, I may seem tough to 

some of you, but as I Paul once said, and which I also say 

now, I will be all things to all people that I may lead even one 

of them home. 

Further I am a personal friend of Christ-Jesus and I 

would do nothing to harm that relationship. So be it. 

Now everything I have written herein is covered in the 

Message of I Paul - do not make the mistake of taking things 

out of context again for it only leads you and all others 
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astray. Let us close with a truth that is about two thousand 

years old and in spite of its age it is a very important truth 

whenever anyone hears it - “You do not receive miracles or 

signs because you fear men’s faces, you fear to follow my 

message exactly as I have given it to you. If you, and you, 

and you follow in my Way then you are my disciples and 

truly my brothers and my sisters, and you shall know the 

truth and the truth shall set you free.” 

Prepare - Follow - Come. 

In All Love and All Peace, 

“Pz.”
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8 - What did Hinder You? 

Greetings: 

“Stand fast therefore in the freedom wherewith Christ 

has made us free and be not entangled again with the yoke 

of bondage. You did run well, who did hinder you that you 

should not obey the Truth.” 

Dear brothers and sisters, do you know anyone who 

sounds like this: “When I pray for others they seem to get 

answers, but when I pray for myself it just doesn’t seem to 

work for me,” or “What’s wrong with me that my prayers 

are never answered?,” or “I never seem to get through to the 

spirit.” or “I used to feel that I made contact with God, but I 

just don’t seem to anymore.” 

What did hinder these people that their prayers seemed 

to be blocked? If you talk seriously enough with these people 

you will see and hear some highly revealing remarks, 

remarks that indicate stumbling blocks to their prayers. Let 

us look at some of these. 

Some prayers are what we call stillborn. People whose 

prayers are never answered, far from being discriminated 

against, are people whose minds are so filled with human 

judgments about themselves and others that they are 

unable to listen to the spirit in silence and therefore cannot 
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receive the reward that is there for them, the reward which 

comes openly. Many, such as these, are so stubborn that 

they insist their prayers be answered the way they want 

them to be answered. 

When we enter our mental closet, leaving outside the 

problems, the fears, and the anxieties, we should be able, if 

we have prayed aright, to walk out of that closely completely 

free. The problems should not be waiting outside of the door 

for us. They should have dissolved into their native 

nothingness. Problems are not real - they have only the 

power we ascribe to them. We know when we have prayed 

aright, for the peace that passes all understanding comes 

into our hearts and minds. But if we continue to worry and 

feel anxious, we can be sure it is because we have continued 

to hang onto our negative thoughts. This is what Jesus 

meant by putting new wine into old wineskins. We are 

always trying to superimpose the answer onto the problem 

without letting go of the problem. It is like trying to see the 

beautiful sunshine of the day through a very dirty window. 

Those who continue to look for the sun through a dirty 

window will miss its light. 

Through whose eyes are you looking at life? Who is your 

secret referent? 

A son greatly admires his father who happens to be a 
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very critical person. The son fails to please his father. 

Nothing he does satisfies this harshly critical man. Pleasing 

the father image becomes an obsession with the son. All 

through his life, and long after the father has passed over, 

the son is subconsciously asking “Is this the way father 

would have done it?” “Would this have pleased my father?” 

Finally, he becomes as critical as father because he sees 

everything through his father’s eyes. No matter what life 

gives him he is never pleased. His prayers are never 

answered and never will be answered until he is able to be 

true to himself! His stumbling block is his father’s image. 

This above all, be true to yourself, and it must follow, as the 

night the day, that you can then not be false to anyone. 

You’d be surprised how many people subconsciously 

separate themselves from their own well-being by judging 

their lives through the eyes of a secret referent. 

Well finally the son became faced with a great crisis in 

his life. In his prayers he finally asked for help for himself 

with no thoughts about his father or what he would do in 

such a crisis. His answer came. The truth, at first, was 

painful. Finally, he was able to give up completely his 

obsession with his long dead father and live his own life. His 

life changed. He became a relaxed and nice person to know 

and be with, fulfilled in his own life and pleased with the 

answers to his prayers. He learned to meet life 
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spontaneously, living moment by moment without anxiety 

and with a great sense of serenity. Who is your secret 

referent and why? Today the son’s is Christ-Jesus, and he 

does exert the full effort to emulate him. 

The more we see of life, the more we should realize that 

one of the great hindrances to answered prayer is our 

inability to forgive. 

Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who 

trespass against us. Whoever said this understood how 

grudges and condemnation could hinder the free flow of the 

spirit within man. We must all understand the deep 

importance of eliminating grudges, self-condemnation, 

and condemnation of all others. It is very important to do 

this if you wish to understand fully your own relationship to 

the true life. 

Once we understand forgiveness, we are able to harvest 

the fruits of our prayers. Until we do understand forgiveness 

and learn to forgive with just as much precision and 

persistence as we used in holding the grudge, our lives will 

be filled with unhappiness and all our prayers will fail. 

Forgiveness takes an overt act on our part. In other 

words, we have to do something about it. Forgiveness is far 

from being automatic. It takes effort and it takes ability to 

forgive. In the first place we must want to forgive. 
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“I want to forgive her, but I just can’t!” 

“How can I forgive him after what he did to me?” 

“Someday I just might forgive him. I’m working on it!” 

Sound familiar? We’ve all entertained thoughts like 

these. Wanting to forgive precedes forgiveness. We must 

persist until the mind is free. 

What does forgiveness really mean? Well, it means 

“giving up.” To give up any bad feelings against another. To 

give up resentment against another. To give up any hate and 

anger against another. To give up all condemnation. The 

feeling can be against some other person, or against one’s 

self, or against God! 

Often in their prayers people think “God, why did this 

have to happen to me?” This brings in a resentment against 

God for letting the thing happen. Of course, this is 

foolishness. Actually, God has never done anything against 

us. God is omnipresent. How can any part of the Infinite be 

against itself? Man being made in the image and likeness of 

God, is one with the Presence of God. Therefore, in truth 

there is no way for man to be against God, or for God to be 

against man. Whenever man holds anything against God, or 

thinks God holds something against him, it is not true. Such 

thinking causes only a separation from God. Are you 
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separated from God and His forgiveness because you 

haven’t accepted it and therefore fail to give forgiveness to 

others? 

Simply because you do not understand someone or 

dislike someone, should you judge them and crucify them as 

others did Jesus? 

For every judgment and lack of forgiveness there are 

two victims! The judger and the judged! Don’t judge me for 

what I am - Love me for what I am and help me to be better 

than I am, for in so doing, you too, will become better than 

you are now! For I am willing to decrease for you - are you 

willing to increase for you and the Supreme Spirit? Think 

and act - feel and love! 

Every time you call someone else a thief, a cheat, a 

phony, a liar, a fool, go look in the mirror and see for 

yourself the REAL thief, phony, cheat, liar and fool! Can you 

see this? Can you see why your prayers are not answered? 

Can you see “what does hinder you?” 

Forget about the barriers others place in your way until 

you remove the greatest stumbling block of all - your “self” 

- that’s what hinders you! 

Until you become your true self and not the phony, 

childish, pretending illusion of such you will not be 
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prepared to follow nor to come! Who did hinder you? What 

did hinder you? Now I think you know. Will you act? Only 

“time” can tell and it’s not telling! Shouldn’t you obey the 

truth? 

Love, Peace, Truth, Unity in All in All, 

“Pz.” 
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9 - The Gifts of the Spirit - The Power of Faith 

Greetings: 

Dear brothers and sisters of the Family of the Church of 

the All in All of Falmouth, Massachusetts and all points east 

and west, north and south, we greet you in the Spirit. 

Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit; 

and there are differences of administration, but one Christ-

Jesus; and there are diversities of operations, but it is the 

One Supreme Spirit that works it All in All. But the 

manifestation of the Spirit is given to everyone to profit 

withal. 

Now there are nine gifts given to those called and 

chosen. These nine are separate from the gifts given to the 

Family of the Church of the All in All. 

The first nine or the nine given to individuals are 

separated into three categories thusly: 

The Three Gifts of the Minds 

1) Wisdom. 

2) Knowledge. 

3) Discerning of Spirits. 
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The Three Gifts of the Voice 

1) Prophecy. 

2) Teaching - Preaching. 

3) Speaking in Tongues. 

The Three Gifts of Power 

1) Miracles. 

2) Healing. 

3) Faith. 

The Gifts given to the Family of the Church of the All in 

All are these: 

1) Disciples. 

2) Prophets. 

3) Teachers - Preachers. 

4) Miracle Workers. 

5) Healers. 

6) Helpers. 

7) Administrators. 

8) Speakers in Tongues. 
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Let every man and woman abide in the same calling 

wherein they were called. Build on your own and not on 

another’s foundation, except that all must build on the 

Foundation of Christ-Jesus. Remember well that Jesus is the 

rule by which the Supreme Spirit will judge us all. 

And remember this well also, that anyone who boasts 

of a gift received, has, in truth, not been called nor chosen 

nor gifted. And anyone who has been gifted and then walks 

and struts about all puffed up shall be stripped of their gift. 

Take heed, lest by any means, Your gift and Your 

freedom in the Spirit becomes a stumbling block to them 

that are weak. 

Do I “Pz” glory because I am the mystic? No! God forbid! 

For though I “Pz” receive The Truth, I “Pz” have nothing to 

glory of, for necessity is laid upon me, yes, woe is unto me, 

if I receive not The Truth and pass it on to You. 

Now if I “Pz” do this thing willingly I have a reward, but 

if against my will, a dispensation of the Truth is committed 

unto me. What is my reward then? Verily that, when I “Pz” 

receive The Truth, I “P” may make The Truth of the Spirit 

without charge, that I “Pz” abuse not my Power in The 

Truth. For though I “Pz” be free from all men and all women, 

I “Pz” have made myself servant to All in All, that The Truth 

might gain the more. If you are free I “Pz” am in bondage; if 
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you are in wisdom, I “Pz” am in ignorance; if you can heal, I 

“Pz” cannot; if you can prophecy, I “P” cannot; if you can 

teach, I “Pz” am the student; if you can Preach, I “Pz” is your 

flock; if you can work Miracles, I “P” will not` Yet, I “Pz” 

shall be all things to all people, that I “Pz” may bring even 

one safely home, and this I “Pz” do for The Truth’s sake, 

that I “Pz” may also be a partaker and a participant of and in 

The Truth with You. Wherefore let them who think they 

stand steadfast in The Truth take heed lest they fall! You see, 

Falls and Failures are not Faith made! 

As you have seen, Faith is a gift of Power! The Activated 

Mind of Christ won’t come, the Gifts of the Spirit will not 

work, the Message of I Paul cannot be fully understood, 

unless You mix “the Combination” with the full measure of 

Faith! 

Faith, You see, is the catalyst that makes the things of 

God come to pass. It’s the most powerful bond in the 

Universe. 

Faith is what makes righteousness and “good works” 

possible. Faith bonds You to Truth, to Love, to Unity, to 

Peace. 

Yes, Faith is an immense Power, and You have a full 

measure of it! Are you Powerful in the Spirit? If not, why 

not? Could it possibly be that Your Faith is wanting? 
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Now, unto us all, was the Message given and it has been 

taught and preached but it has not, as yet, profited all of us 

- not being mixed with Faith in the full measure, by those 

who have received it by the eye or the ear. But we who have 

bonded it fast into our minds and hearts are now totally free 

to follow and come. I “Pz” have sincere hope that all of you 

will Prepare, Follow and Come also, for like the spirits, I 

“Pz” also have hope for Your Faith and Faith in Your hope. 

In Love and Peace, 

I “Pz.”
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10 - Forgiveness - Forgetting Love 

- The “Combination” 

Greetings: 

Dear brothers and sisters know! Know that Christ-

Jesus is with us and Loves us. All of us, being fortunate to 

have been born of a woman in the way of the flesh must also 

be born in the Spirit. We are the fortunate ones because we 

have The Message of I Paul to lead us, the Love of Christ-

Jesus to guide us, and the omnipresence of the Supreme 

Spirit to watch over us and keep us. Glory to God for this 

great flowing-in of the gifts of the Kingdom for the benefit 

of our lives and the lives of All in All. This “combination” 

not only leads and guides us to be born into The Spirit, but 

even greater is the truth, that it lights the Way for all of us 

to be borne unto the Spirit! 

Now, I “Pz” know that many of You are sick, sick, sick 

of words but I say to you that the words of the completed 

Message of I Paul are not “cold-type” but the very “hot-

line” to The Way of the inner circle that leads to the inner 

light of the Kingdom of all Kingdoms. 

Now although the Message of I Paul is completed, i.e., 

as received from I Paul through me to All in All, my tasks are 

as yet uncompleted, and you will continue to receive 
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through me from the Spirits further information which 

must be attached to the Message of I Paul and considered as 

a “part of” the Message. I Paul is no longer in charge of this 

calling; it now lies in higher hands. Hands that guide and 

direct my hands, my heart and my thoughts. 

Forgiving, dear brothers and sisters, is not forgetting! 

The Supreme Spirit is eternal forgiveness but do not deceive 

yourselves into believing that the Supreme Spirit has a 

faulty memory. You may have a faulty memory but I Paul 

doesn’t as proved by the Message itself, Christ-Jesus 

doesn’t as proved by your conscience’s prodding’s of you 

and Your Spirit guides certainly don’t as proved in your 

receivings whereby they are constantly reminding you of 

one thing or another in various ways and manners. 

Let us examine forgiving and forgetting. A person I 

“Pz” knows once asked I Paul point blank, “How can I 

forgive . . . after what he did to me and said to me, both lying 

to me and cheating me out of what was rightly mine?” My 

answer was a further question - “How can You afford not to 

forgive him? By holding resentment, you are destroying 

only yourself!” 

You see, when we forgive, we do not condone what the 

other person did, but we look beyond this and recognize the 

truth of their being. There is absolutely no justification 
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whatsoever in holding anything against anyone or in 

holding anything against ourselves. We are continually 

setting up reasons why certain things cannot be forgiven. I 

think that this is due, in part, to the old saying of forgive and 

forget. I have heard many people say, “Oh, just forget it and 

you will be able to forgive.” That’s not the answer. In the 

first place, you cannot forget - the more you try to forget the 

more you will hang onto it. Forgiveness has to come through 

releasing. If there is any animosity or antagonism or 

grudge, then it is impossible to forgive for there is no way to 

release until there is a clarification. But even so, there is no 

forgetting. Why? Because you have, what I will call, a little 

tape-recorder right within the mind that is constantly 

working. This recorder tapes all of the pictures and all the 

words that go with them and keeps them very carefully. 

Have you ever gone back over your diaries, say back a few 

years or more? You read along and all of a sudden you find 

that your mind has not forgotten. Were you surprised that 

you could recall it? Once you began to have something to 

associate with that period, You found the recall was there. 

You see, while we do not really forget, we can change our 

reactions to past events and past thinking. When we forgive, 

we are neutralizing all negative and antagonistic thinking 

about the past event. Now, it has no power over us. 

You see, forgiveness is the practical way. Unforgiveness 
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is no way at all for it can only destroy the unforgiver. 

Now much has been said, down through the ages, about 

the importance of Love, but the big question is, how can we 

learn to love? Now we all know that God is Love. And we all 

should know, by now, that God is not going to make you do 

anything you don’t want to do, even what You need to do, 

but you can all by yourself learn to love. We learn to love by 

learning love techniques. One of the most important is the 

forgiveness techniques - forgive yourself, as you have been 

forgiven, and forgive others. Right away several questions 

come to mind. Why should we forgive when we enjoy 

ourselves by holding a grudge? Why forgive when someone 

has done to you what seems to be an irreparable wrong? We 

must forgive because without forgiveness there can be no 

Love. Forgiveness must precede Love. Forgiveness is giving 

up resentment, hate, or any such feelings that are contrary 

to the feeling of Love. Forgiveness opens up the way for 

clarity of thinking, for sensible thinking for charity - Love 

can no come into the picture. 

When two people get together to “run-down” another, 

there is a low plane of hate involved. Some people think that 

it is natural to gossip about another, but gossip is 

resentment in which two people are in common agreement. 

It seems to be a natural thing, but really, Love is the natural 

thing. Sometimes it puffs up the “self” to find someone who 
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is worse than we are. In reading the newspaper or listening 

to radio or television we are constantly setting ourselves up 

as being “good” in comparison to others who are doing 

“foul deeds.” Here again, hate is running rampant. We love 

only when we recognize the good in others, to affirm the 

good, and to Love the good. When we do this, we are able to 

overlook the bad and not give power to that which is evil. 

And while you’re at it, You might want to forgive God for 

giving you that free will that you have used and abused to 

make a fool of Yourself. 

In I Paul’s Message he says, “Whatsoever things are 

true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are 

just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are 

lovely, whatsoever things are of good report, if there by any 

virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.” It 

is interesting that the above is followed by this statement, 

“And the God of Peace shall be with You!” 

Let your conversation be in heaven. Whenever we have 

something to say about another, if it isn’t in accord with I 

Paul’s admonition, then it is much better left unsaid and yes 

unthought of! We will have a lot less to forgive ourselves for. 

Guilt is dependent upon condemnation of our true selves. 

When we feel guilty, we are condemning our true selves. 

When we condemn others, we also condemn ourselves. This 

is the reason we feel out of harmony with life after we have 
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indulged in a judgment of another, or in a gossip session, or 

whenever we spend “time” maligning another, accusing 

him or her in our hearts and minds. Nothing is going to be 

gained by maligning or condemning others. The only one 

hurt is the one doing it and such as these can never love, 

learn to love nor truly be loved! 

So why forgive? It is imperative that we forgive if we 

ever want serenity - Peace of Mind! Hate, anger and 

condemnation are like bonfires - they scorch horribly the 

ground upon which they burn. They harden the heart in 

which they rest, and they destroy the mind and make of you 

a fool. They interfere with creativity and slay “good works.” 

They block the ability to think clearly and cause good 

thoughts to go begging. Perfect Love casts out all fear. 

Perfect Love is the Love we have when we are affirming and 

respecting the Life within us, and the Life within all others. 

This is what I call Loving God. Perfect Love casts out not 

only fear but all the children of fear - resentment, anxiety, 

hostility, jealousy, bitterness, and greed. Anger is fear that 

has lost its anchor. Anger stems out of frustration. 

Frustration results from fear that we are not living the best 

Life and doing the things we want to do but don’t. 

Frustration is bondage to a condition. Do you really know 

why we can’t afford to find fault, to hate, and to hold 

resentment against others? Because hatred, anger, 
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resentment, anguish, criticism, condemnation and 

judgments separate us from all Love. They also make us 

mentally and physically dis-eased! 

Why Love? Simply because Love is a very necessary 

ingredient to a happy, successful, joyous, creative and 

productive life, now and then! Love is more important than 

knowledge and wisdom goes not where there is no Love. 

Love is more important than wealth. Love will bring 

happiness and fulfillment into our life experiences as will 

nothing else. When we are resenting the wrong or evil deeds 

of another, we are not serving Love. We all must Love God 

with all our heart, all our strength, and with all our minds 

and Love all others as we love ourselves and God. Yes, God is 

Love and when we Love God, we are loving Love. And when 

we Love God in another, we are loving the Love in another. 

Love is the power of Life, the energy of Life, the wisdom 

of Love, the joy of Life living in and through us. When we 

hate we shut ourselves off from our good and cause others 

to shut themselves off from us! We find that hate erects a 

barrier around us. The higher this wall of hate becomes, the 

more insurmountable it becomes. 

The reason that Jesus was so effective as a leader, a 

teacher and a healer was because he based everything he did 

on Love! He said, “Judge not that ye be not judged, for with 
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what judgment ye judge ye shall be judged, and with what 

measure you mete, it shall be measured to You again.” 

We judge others and then have to forgive our own 

judgments. Righteous Judgment means to look through the 

appearances, to look through the apparent evil, to look 

through the hate, and to recognize that each and every 

person is centered in Love. The next step is to know that 

Love is there and to call it forth. Just as water poured into a 

pump acts a primer to cause water to come forth, love 

poured into a situation will act as a primer and cause more 

love to come forth. 

Look at the person who seems hard to Love and silently 

affirm “the Love in me reaches out to the Love in you.” It is 

fruitless to think we can overcome hate with hate. Hate will 

call forth a response in hate unless the chain of hate is 

broken by Love. If we persist with love it will overcome, not 

only hate, but all negative things. Forgiveness is not a 

matter of weakness but of strength. It takes a strong, loving 

person to forgive. 

How often should we forgive? There is no end to 

forgiving. Cephas once asked of Jesus how many times shall 

I forgive, seven? Jesus replied, no, no Cephas, seventy times 

seven! By this Jesus meant that there was no end to our 

forgiving. We have to open the door for the other person to 
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walk in. We may have to do this many times, yet we do not 

condone the wrong when we recognize the truth of being. In 

other words, we love the evil doer, but we do not have to love 

the evil. 

In releasing others, we are released. Turning from the 

problems and cares of the day we now consciously accept 

the truth about God and ourselves. We know full well that 

God and Christ-Jesus are the only Power and Presence. And 

we know that we are the expression of God and all that he 

has is truly ours. We are a divine, perfect, spiritual being, 

forever one with our Source. Turning from problems we 

listen in the Silence for God’s perfect answers. Turning from 

confusion we accept the Peace that passes All 

Understanding. We let the Perfect Life of God live through 

us. We now release all those who have ever hurt or offended 

us. We forgive them completely. We forgive ourselves for the 

mistakes of the past. Releasing others, we are released. Love 

is the answer to our every need. All that we need is right 

within us. In this moment of Silence our work is done. The 

Spirit within us is the substance of all our desires. We 

joyously and thankfully accept the good we desire for 

ourselves and the good we desire for others. That which we 

realize in the invisible becomes manifest in our world. 

Forgiveness has opened the door to divine right action 

in our world. 
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And so it is. Never forget it! 

We have been chosen, we have been called and with the 

Combination of the Message, Christ-Jesus and the Supreme 

Spirit we shall be Prepared to face all things and we shall go 

forth as true Christian Spiritualists in Truth - Fearless, in 

Unity - All with All in All in All, in Love - forever and ever, 

in Peace - the glory of the Kingdom Eternal. 

Love, 

“Pz.” 
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11 - Forgiveness - The Face of Christ 

Dear brother and partner, the following is the last word on 

forgiveness. 

Forgiveness is for the Supreme Spirit and toward the 

Supreme Spirit but not of him. It is impossible to think of 

anything Created that could need forgiveness. Forgiveness, 

then, is an illusion, but because of its purpose, which is the 

Supreme Spirit’s, it has one difference. Unlike all other 

illusions it leads away from error and not towards it. 

Forgiveness might be called a kind of happy fiction, a 

way in which the unknowing can bridge the gap between 

their perception and The Truth. They cannot go directly 

from perception to knowledge because they do not think it 

is their will to do so. This makes the Supreme Spirit appear 

to be an enemy instead of what the Supreme Spirit really is. 

And it is just this insane perception that makes them 

unwilling merely to rise up and return to the Supreme Spirit 

in peace. 

And so they need an illusion of help because they are 

helpless, a Thought of Peace because they are in conflict. 

The Supreme Spirit knows what his sons and daughters 

need before they ask. The Supreme Spirit is not at all 

concerned with form but having given the content it is the 
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Supreme Spirit’s will that it be understood. And that 

suffices. The form adapts itself to need, the content is 

unchanging, as eternal as its Creator. 

The face of Christ has to be seen before the memory of 

the Supreme Spirit can return. The reason is obvious. Seeing 

the face of Christ involves perception. No one can look on 

knowledge. But the face of Christ is the great symbol of 

forgiveness. It is salvation. It is the symbol of the real world. 

Whoever looks on this no longer sees the world. He or she 

are as near to the Kingdom as is possible outside the gate. 

Yet from this gate it is no more than a step inside. It is the 

final step and this we leave to Christ, for he is our 

introduction to God. 

Forgiveness is a symbol too, but as the symbol of the 

Supreme Spirit’s Will alone it cannot be divided. And so, the 

Unity that it reflects becomes the Supreme Spirit’s Will. It is 

the only thing still in the world in part, and yet the bridge to 

the New Worlds. 

The Supreme Spirit’s Will is all there is. We can go but 

from nothingness to everything, from darkness to light. Is 

this a journey? No, not in truth, for Truth goes nowhere. But 

illusions drift from place to place, from “time” to “time.” 

The final step is also but a shift. As a perception it is part 

unreal. And yet this part will vanish. What remains is Peace 
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Eternal and the Will of the Supreme Spirit. There are no 

wishes now for wishes change. Even the wished-for can 

become unwelcome. That must be so because the “self” 

cannot be at peace. But Will is constant, as the Gift of the 

Supreme Spirit. And what the Supreme Spirit gives is always 

like itself. This is the purpose of the Face of Christ. It is the 

Gift of the Supreme Spirit to save All in All. But look on this 

and you have been forgiven. How lovely does your life 

become in just that single instant when you see the Truth 

about Yourself, reflected there. Now you are righteous and 

behold Your righteousness. Now You are holy and perceive 

it so. And now “the mind” returns to its Creator, the joining 

of the Father and his child, the Unity of Unities that stands 

behind all joining but beyond them All. The Supreme Spirit 

is not seen, but only understood. His Christ’s are not 

attacked but recognized. For they are your brothers and 

sisters, also. Wait on James, he will explain All. 

I “Pz.” 

 

Your water signals are thus: 266-303 - Mine are the 

reverse - we are partners! 
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12 - The “Self” - The Miracle 

Dear brother and partner “T”: 

Illusions will not last. Their death is sure and this alone 

is certain in their world. It is the “self’s” world because of 

this. What is the self? But a dream of what you really are, a 

thought you are apart from your creator, and a wish to be 

what he created not. It is a thing of madness, not reality at 

all. A name for namelessness is all it is. A symbol of 

impossibility, a choice for options that do not exist. We 

name it but to help us understand that it is nothing but an 

ancient thought that what is made has immortality. But 

what could come of this except a dream which, like all 

dreams, can only end in death? What is the self? 

Nothingness, but in a form that seems like something. In a 

world of form the “self” cannot be denied easily for it denies 

all reality. Yet Jesus and I Paul both overcame the “dream 

and nothingness” of the “self.” 

Now, the “cure” that abolishes the illusion of “self” is 

simply this. Answer the call of God and live righteously by 

abiding in God’s Will in all you do. Love, then, and do 

whatever you wish! For in a state of Love you can but live 

righteously. And who are the called of God? Everyone! Yet, 

though many are called, few are chosen. Why? Because the 

dream of, and nothingness of “self” has become a “reality” 
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in this world of forms. What is “self”? It’s a lie and there is 

no definition for a lie that serves to make it true. Nor can 

there be a truth that lies conceal effectively. The “self’s” 

unreality is not denied by words nor is its meaning clear 

because its nature seems to have a form. Who can effectively 

define the undefinable? And yet there is an answer even 

here. 

We cannot make an effective definition of what the 

“self” is, but we can say what it is not. Isn’t that the rule 

from The Message, that, when you cannot identify 

something you employ the process of eliminating all the 

things that it is not? 

So, we can say, what it is not. And this is shown to us 

with perfect clarity. It is from this that we deduce all that the 

“self” is. Look at its opposite and you will see the only 

answer that is meaningful. 

The “self’s” opposite in every way, - its origin, effect 

and consequence - we call a miracle. And here we find all 

that is not the “self” in this world. Here is the “self’s” 

opposite. And here alone we look on what the “self” was, for 

here we see all that it seemed to do, and cause and its effect 

must still be one. Where there was darkness, we now see the 

light. What is the self? What the darkness was! Where is the 

“self”? Where the darkness was. What is it now and where 
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can it be found? Nothing and nowhere. Now the light has 

come, the opposite has gone without a trace. Where evil was, 

there is now good. What is the “self”? What the evil was! 

Where is the “self”? In an evil dream that but seemed real 

while you were dreaming it. Where there was crucifixion 

stands our Christ-Jesus. What is the “self”? Who has need 

to ask? Where is the “self”? Who has the need to seek for an 

illusion, now that dreams are gone? What is a miracle? A 

dream as well. But look at all the aspects of this dream and 

you shall never question anymore. Look at the kindly world 

extend before you as you walk in gentleness. Look at the 

helpers along the way you travel, happy in the certainty of 

the New Worlds and the surety of peace. And look an instant, 

too, on what you left behind at last, and finally passed by. 

This was the “self” - all the cruel hate, the need for 

vengeance and the cries of pain, the fear of dying and the 

urge to kill, the brotherless and sisterless illusion and the 

“self” that seemed alone in all the universe. This terrible 

mistake about yourself the miracle corrects as gently as a 

loving mother sings her child to rest. Is not a song like this, 

one you would hear? Would it not answer all you thought to 

ask, and even make the question meaningless? 

Your questions have no answers, being made to still 

God’s voice, which asks of everyone, one question only, 

“Are You Ready Yet To Help Me Save The World?” Ask this 
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instead of what the “self” is and you will see a sudden 

brightness cover up the world the “self” made. No miracle 

is now withheld from anyone. The world is saved from what 

You thought it was. And what it is, is wholly uncondemned 

and wholly pure. The miracle forgives - the “self” damns. 

Neither need be defined except by this. Yet could a definition 

be more sure, or more in line with what salvation is? 

Problem and answer lie together here, and having met at 

last, the choice is clear. Who chooses darkness when it is 

recognized for what it is? And who will not go on a little 

while longer when it is given to them to understand The Way 

is short and the New Worlds are their goals? 

I “Pz.” 
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13 - The Perception - Knowledge 

Dear brother and partner “T”: 

Now that You know that the world You see is an illusion 

of a world, let me inform you why such is so. 

Contrary to what religions and so forth teach and 

preach and what their adherents, sadly believe, God did not 

create it. For what God creates must be as eternal as God 

himself. If this be not the Truth, then today eat, drink and 

be merry for tomorrow we die, with no place to go, like the 

Atheist who dies and is all dressed up, for what? Yet there is 

nothing in the world you see that will endure forever. Some 

things will last in “time” a little longer than others. But the 

time will come when all things that are visible will come to 

end, and all things that are now invisible will become 

visible! 

The body’s eyes are therefore not the means by which 

the real worlds can be seen, for the illusions that they look 

upon must lead to more illusions of reality. And so, they do. 

For everything they see not only will not last but lends itself 

to thoughts of evil and guilt. While everything that God 

created is forever without evil and therefore is forever 

without guilt. 

Knowledge is not the remedy for false perception since, 
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being another level, they can never meet. The one correction 

for false perception is true perception. It will not endure but 

for the “time” it lasts it comes to heal. For true perception 

is a remedy with many names; forgiveness, salvation, 

atonement, true perception, all are one. They are the one 

beginning, with the end to lead to Oneness far beyond 

themselves. True perception is the means by which the 

world is saved from evil, for evil does not exist. And it is this 

that True Perception sees. 

The world stands like a block to Christ’s Face, which is 

Jesus’ face. But true perception looks on it as nothing more 

than just a fragile veil, so easily dispelled it can last no 

longer than an instant. It is seen at last for only what it is. 

For now, it cannot fail to disappear, for now there is an 

empty place made clean and ready. Where destruction was 

perceived the face of Christ appears, and in that instant, is 

the world forgot, with “time” forever ended, as the world 

spins into nothingness from where it came. 

A world forgiven cannot last. It was the home of bodies, 

but forgiveness looks past bodies. That is its holiness - this 

is how it heals. The world of bodies is the world of evil, for 

only if there were a body could evil be possible. From evil 

comes guilt as surely as forgiveness takes guilt away. And 

once All guilt is gone what more remains to keep a separated 

world in place? For place has gone as well, along with 
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“time.” Only the body makes the world seem real, for being 

separated it could not remain where separation is 

impossible. Forgiveness proves it is impossible because it 

sees it not. And what you then will overlook will not be 

understandable to you, just as its presence once had been 

your certainty. 

This is the shift that true perception brings: what was 

projected out is seen within, and there, forgiveness lets it 

disappear. For there, the house of the Christs’ are set, and 

there, their Father is remembered. Here are all illusions 

brought to truth. What is seen outside must be beyond 

forgiveness, for it seems to be forever evil. Where is hope, 

while evil is seen as outside? What remedy can guilt expect? 

But seen within your mind guilt and forgiveness seem for an 

instant to lie together, side by side, in one house. There at 

last are sickness and its single remedy. Joined in one healing 

brightness God has come to claim his Own. Forgiveness is 

complete. 

And now God’s knowledge, changeless, certain, pure 

and wholly understandable, enters its Kingdom. Gone is 

perception false and true alike. Gone is forgiveness for its 

task is over. And gone are the bodies in the blazing light of 

the house of the Christs’. God knows it is His Own, as it is 

His. And here they join for here the face of Christ has shown 

away “time’s” final instant, and now, is the last perception 
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of the world without a purpose and without a cause. 

For where God’s memory has come at last there is no 

journey, no belief in evil, no wails, no bodies and the grim 

appeal of sacrifice and death is there snuffed out forever. 

O my dear brother and partner, if you only knew the 

Peace that will envelop you and hold you safe and pure and 

lovely in the Mind of God, you could but rush to meet him 

where His many houses are. Hallowed your name and His, 

for they will be joined there in the house of the Christs’. Here 

He leans down to lift you up to Him, out of illusions into the 

Divine Light, out of the world into eternity, out of all fear 

and given back to Love, and to those you have loved. 

I “Pz.” 
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14 - Come to Jesus 

Dear brothers and sisters: 

On this day at 11:50 a.m., our dearly beloved Chief 

Matriarch went home. Home to Live! Home to be with 

Christ-Jesus in All Love and All Peace. 

No more suffering, no more trials, no more 

tribulations, no more waiting. She dieth not but liveth for 

she has reached the outstretched arms of Christ-jesus and 

the Glorious Light of God Almighty who has prepared a place 

for All his prepared ones such as our Sister Virginia for 

whom her Faith and her hope and her charity have shown 

her The Way. 

She worked for Love and now she has All Love. She 

toiled for Unity and now has THE Unity. She longed for truth 

and now she holds All truth in her hands. She Prayed for 

knowledge and now she has All Wisdom. She longed for 

peace and now she rests in All Peace. She practiced the 

presence of God and now she basks within it.  

The body, the temple, the vessel returns to the darkness 

from which it came but the Spirit lives on Eternally in the 

Light of All Light. 

For the Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. 
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He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; 

He leadeth me to lie beside still waters. 

He restoreth my Soul; He leadeth me in the paths of 

righteousness  

For his name’s sake. 

Yea, though I walk through the Valley of The shadow of 

death,  

I will fear no evil; for thou art with me, thy rod and thy 

staff comfort me. 

Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of 

mine enemies:  

Thou annointest my head with oil; my cup runneth 

over. 

Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me All the days 

of my Life; 

And I will dwell in the house of The Lord forever and 

forever. 

Yes dear friends, our sister Virginia has gone home to 

dwell in the house of the Lord forever to reign with our 

Sister Debra as the Chief Matriarchs of The Family of The 

Church of the All in All forever and forever. 
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Now she knows how much we have truly loved her and 

treasured her and selfishly wished to keep her for ourselves, 

yet who among us would dare deny God such a great 

treasure? 

Dear Sister Virginia we love you and we will miss You - 

Pray for us All, dear Sister. 

In All Love, 

I “Pz.” 
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15 - Indifference 

When Jesus came to Golgatha, they hanged him on a 

cross, and they drove great nails into his hands and feet and 

made a Calvary. 

They crowned him with a crown of thorns, and great 

were his wounds and deep, for those were crude and cruel 

days, and human flesh was cheap. 

When Jesus came to Falmouth, people simply passed 

him by. They never hurt a hair of him, They simply let him 

die. 

For people had grown a bit more tender, they wouldn’t 

give him pain, 

They only just passed down Main Street and left him 

standing in the rain. 

Still, Jesus cried - Forgive them, for They know not 

what they do! 

And still, it rained the winter rain, and it drenched him 

through and through. 

The crowds went home, and they left the streets 

without a one in sight. 

And Jesus crouched against the wall and cried for 
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Calvary. Yes, Jesus wept! For You and me. 

So, if you have doubts and griefs and fears my friends, 

take a casual stroll down Main Street, Falmouth way. 

And look into the eyes of Jesus, and They will fly away! 

I “P.” 
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16 - Common Sense #9 

Greetings: 

Pray, one and All, for the Understanding of Divine Love 

and Meditate upon it daily. Sound and spiritual advice such 

as this abounds in The Message of I Paul and it is free. All it 

requires of you is an honest effort and the Action necessary 

to reap a bountiful harvest. 

Let me give to you “a treatment” for Divine Love. And 

please understand that this “Treatment” is for All in All, the 

Faithful, the Unfaithful, the loving and the unloving, the 

righteous and the unrighteous, the good and the evil, the 

scattered strangers and the friends: “My spirit is filled with 

Divine Love. I am surrounded by Divine Love. I radiate Love 

and Peace to the whole world. I have Conscious Divine Love. 

God is Love and there is nothing in existence but God. And 

His self-expression. All men and women are expressions of 

Divine Love; therefore, I can meet with nothing but the 

expressions of Divine Love. Nothing ever takes place but the 

Self-expressing of Divine Love. 

All this is true now. This is the actual Case, the actual 

state of affairs. I do not have to try to bring this about, but I 

observe it already in being now in Divine Love. Divine Love 

is The actual nature of being. There is only Divine Love, and 
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I know this. 

I perfectly understand what Divine Love is. I have 

conscious realization of Divine Love. The Love of God burns 

in me for all humanity. I am a lamp of God, radiating Divine 

Love to all whom I meet, to all whom I think of. 

I forgive everything that can possibly need forgiveness, 

just as I have Joyously accepted the forgiveness of Divine 

Love. 

God is love, and he or she who dwells in Love, dwells in 

God, and God in them! 

Prepare - Follow - Come! 

I Love You - God Loves You, 

“Pz.” 
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17 - This Life is but a Practice for 

“LIFE” - A Labor of Love 

My dearest brothers and sisters: 

This is “P’s” last letter to you all and I say to one and 

All of you in the Family of “Life” that I Love you from the 

fullness of my heart and in the farthest extensions of my 

mind. 

Be you followers of me even as I am of Christ, love life 

as “Life” loves us all who are good of who are trying to be 

Good. 

Now I Praise you sisters and brothers, and I ask that you 

remember me in all your exertions and keep the ordinances 

as well as I have tried to do so, for I have delivered them unto 

you, not obeyed them for you. 

Now I tell you a secret for it is my secret and mine alone. 

Someday you will actually read this letter and in 

understanding you will embrace it, not me, Love it then. 

Now I have said to you, I Love you, to man it is but 

words for man does not “see” what Love is and love is 

useless in the below unless it is first Recognized. 

I challenge anyone in this world to explain love and tell 

us all what it really is and how it is Recognized. Anyone in 
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the Family, in the world even should know who it is, when it 

is, where it is, why it is but when it comes to what it is, and 

how one Recognizes it, such are very few and far apart. I see 

after listening to the “Church” Meeting tapes of 10-1-82 

that within our own Family confusion Reigns, and this is not 

Good and that is what Love is. All you need do is eliminate 

All that is not good in this life and you will Recognize that 

Love is good and All Good. 

You see, when the Message says love is everything and 

NO-Thing, and energy then, a source of energy, then, you 

must “see” in order to know what all such things are, that 

everything includes within itself. Must you love an illusion? 

First my dearest brethren, you must Fully Recognize what 

an illusion is. Do you? Let us see and “see.” The below 

dictionary is inadequate for Full Spiritual discernment. I ask 

you do you believe in “Life,” God, etc.? If you say yes, then 

you are superstitious according to that dictionary. A 

superstition is a belief in the supernatural, according to that 

tome. So, what is an illusion, then? What is the difference 

between a belief, Faith then, in God, etc., and a belief in the 

devil, Satan, then? Belief in, is Faith in, is it not? I’m not 

talking herein about the Full Measure of Faith of which 

belief is but a part, I’m speaking of Faith at its lowest levels. 

You and I cannot Prove the existence of “Life” or of the 

Satan, nor can we disprove it by belief alone, and in no other 
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way either. We can have it made Known to us for that is 

“Life’s” prerogative and that can come in many, many 

ways, shapes, forms and manners. 

Are visions illusionary? Are dreams illusionary? Are 

yours and my Receivings illusionary? Can you Prove them? 

The Message says to “Prove All things,” but, if you do not 

Recognize what that means, then you are lost. 

You see, I believe simply because I know and that came 

because I finally believed. Faith, then cometh by hearing! 

What does “hearing” mean in the spiritual “tongue”? What 

does “let them who have ears hear?” We all have ears, do we 

not? So, what does “hear” and what does “hearing” mean? 

You see but I “see” - You hear but I “hear,” of course, I also 

see, and I also hear, one better than the other, now. You will 

“see” and you will “hear” when you “hear” and “see” from 

and through the Receptor senses as well as the fullness of 

the Physical Senses, for that is the Law of the Senses in its 

Absoluteness. You and I have ten senses in our table of 

multiplication. The Receptor Senses are Wisdom, 

Knowledge, Understanding, intelligence, Love! Dear 

friends, a word is not a “word” until you “hear” it! Believe 

me, when you read this love letter from me, know, 

Recognize, that you are not “reading” me, I have already 

said Farewell, have I not? That’s why I have said that one 

day you will love this letter, not me for what I am but more 
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for what it is. 

The bible says that in the beginning God created the 

heaven and the earth - not so. God, “Life,” One, NO-Thing 

but All things in all things, of all things, from all things and 

so forth, ad infinitum has, as completely as I can tell you has 

only done One thing, it Exhaled - now the whole Universe 

groaneth and travaileth, even I also, for “Life” to do what 

he, it, has never done - Inhale! That’s the Energy of Love! 

The Source of All and the Power of All Love! Corinthians 

One, tells us what love is, as does the Message of I Paul and 

why not, it’s the same author, if you please, only a change 

in “authorship,” “see”? It’s “time” dear friends that you 

need to discard that low dictionary and “think” and “see” 

and “hear” All in the ‘language’ of your true “nation,” that 

“place” of which your “citizenship” came from, the True 

Lost Language, one that you the real-you has failed to 

Recognize in its lower Chaos! 

It’s the “understanding” of, the “seeing” of, the 

“hearing” of that allows, compels even, a wise one to say 

“Life” is, I am! That one, “knows” Love and the One Love 

Affair and therefore belief has now been turned into Proof! 

Proof, what does that do? Is proof Love? Proof dear friends 

allows you, forces you, to be Free in the Truth. Is that not 

“Life’s” love? Isn’t it fair and honest for the one who makes 

a promise, to keep it? Do we not have Hope in the promises 
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of The Message, the promises of the Cross, the Promises of 

“Life”? Yes, and the Full Measure of our Faith also and our 

love also! Of course, I speak only for myself from my 

Recognition, from my “hearing and seeing,” from my 

experience, then. What is all that if not Love? 

If the Monad can Love the Collective you, why then do 

you not? God, “Life,” then, Saw it was Good, that was 

“Life’s” Judgment, was it not? If Good is in the Eye of 

“Life,” should it not also be in your “eyes” and mine? It 

should, but it isn’t! It not only can be, but it Must Be! Is Love 

an illusion? In your word usage and in your feeble attempts 

to demonstrate what you think it is, then the answer is a 

very swift Yes! “Otherwise” No!! “Life” forbid, shall we 

continue to make “Mistakes” to force more Grace? Ah, yes, 

what fools we mortals really be! 

I Paul says, as Jesus demonstrated, Love, at all levels is 

Good, is kind, not Just when you are being kind but when 

another is being kind to you. When one of more gather “in 

my name,” I am there. Who is there? What is there? Where? 

Why? How? - Think! Coming down to the physical level, is 

sex love? Yes, of course, for it is Good, is it not? Yet, it is only 

a fragment of “Love,” but love. It’s an energy, is it not? 

“Love,” being the Source of all Energy, is therefore “Life’s” 

Expression, is it not? Should it not be yours also, constantly, 

never ending, regardless of what it is that emanates towards 
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you, Good, bad or indifferent? Without Love and love you 

CANNOT slay “self” and help Another then, to do exactly the 

same. Without Love and love you are dead, in the darkness, 

then, NOW! Oh, no, you say, I can see, and I can hear, so I am 

not. Now, that dear friends, is what an illusion is! We all 

must love, even Man, for Jesus was a Man! That illusion, 

“Prepared-Followed-Come.” How? Have you all, so 

quickly, “Forgotten” the Excellency of “Life’s” Power! 

What is man’s well-being? Is that not Love? Is it the well-

being of an illusion or an “illusion”? When I Paul said when 

I am weak, then I am “strong”! “Strong,” courage, power-

full, “strength,” then. What is strength, what is power, 

what is courage, what is an absence of fear, an absence of 

doubt, proof, why dare go where others fear to go? 

“Strength” is Protection! And what is Protection but the 

Grace, the Grace of “Life,” that beautiful and wonderful 

Mystery, the personal secret of “Life”! No one, no spirit, 

knows what Grace is but they pray that it be with us. We, at 

least, do know that it is not a Gift or a gift yet I Paul has told 

us all that many gifts came by it. Such as the Full Measure of 

Faith, Justification, Atonement, Righteousness, Promises 

and Protection, to mention Just a few. And are not all of 

these matters for our spiritual and yes, our physical 

“strength”? Of course, that is why the Law of Protection is 

Grace! 
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Some, so-called Mystics have said Grace is that sweet 

Odor of God. It may well be an Emanation but if it is it 

doesn’t smell, and it doesn’t take a true Mystic even, to 

“know” that! Those so-called mystics might Just as well tell 

us that “Life” has bad breath, same as that Satan they keep 

having Faith in! No, dear friends, I am not trying to be 

funny! I am very serious, and I Love you all so much, I must 

be. 

Everything that is “Life,” of “Life” and from “Life” is 

symbolized on that Cross. That’s why I also teach Christ-

Jesus and them “Crucified.” That Cross is no curse. That 

Cross is life and “Life,” and “Love” and “Grace” - and that 

dear brothers and sisters is All there is! NO-Thing, Good, 

True, and Right. No illusions here, “illusions” cannot be 

“One”! 

What sayest thou you that I am good? No man is good, 

save God. If you knew Love you would “know” this, “see” 

this. Don’t call me Good, I can only be good. Don’t call me 

Love, I can only be love. Don’t call me “Life,” I can only be 

life. If you have a single, solitary negative about you, that 

you do not try to remove, you can never be love nor love. 

Good is Love - Bad is Nothing! Brother “T” said to me this 

morning, “you look windblown” (my hair, you see). Was 

there any love herein? Only, if brother “T” recognized that 

that is what happens to all waste, it gets blown-away by the 
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elements. Changed then! You see, even the hair on your head 

is a part of love. Before I continue with this let me tell all of 

you this: Some are going to question this letter, its reason 

and its purpose. Some, will say, why, since this is the last 

personal letter from a true Mystic, why does he teach and 

preach, instead of simply telling us his personal feelings and 

thoughts. Being a Mystic I have a special gift, the one that 

allows me to think on your highest level and to “think” on 

the highest level possible, in the Flesh. All my personal 

letters since I became a believer, even, have been of love. 

Why, then, shouldn’t my last personal letter to all of 

you of the Family and the “church” be one of love, from 

love, about love, by Love? You see, only that which is good, 

and true and right survives and Love does that but more. 

Now why is your hair important, even? Surely you must 

know! God saw it, that which he Created, or better that 

which he created and then Created it for him, and said it was 

Good. That was God’s Judgment, not mine, not yours, but 

God’s, and that is that! We also know that what is Good and 

True and Right Survives, and that part of you that does is 

Good and the rest is nothing. That part you can love from is 

Good, not bad, it survives. That part of you that transcends 

is Good, it survives. That part of you that compounds is 

Good, it survives. “See”? You must love All that is Good and 

True and Right and not worry about the bad for even it has 
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its uses, does it not? Even it must survive until the last real 

you and the True-You have United and gone home and been 

Consumed. So, theoretically, the last person on the face of 

the earth could be the last eternally unless Grace steps in! 

Can you now “see” love, even see love? What, you can 

see and obey an illusion, but not love? 

Remember to Remember and Recognize to Recognize, 

that love is where the Mind is, regardless of its harmony or 

non-harmony! 

You do not have to be in the flesh to love, but while in 

the Flesh you must love or fail to see its light! 

Soon I will be heartless, and then I will ask you for your 

“heart,” please give it to “me” and then “you” and “I” can 

be One. And when I am gone physically give All to my 

partner that which you would give to me and more, for that 

is the Law of Reciprocity. 

Every human being everywhere should know that 

“Life” or God loves them and never stops loving them, it 

flows from “Life” to everyone equally regardless of who 

they are, what they are, where they are or what they are 

doing, have done and will do. Those who return that love by 

Jesus’ commandments “Life” Recognizes the others “Life” 

does not Recognize but its Love Flows on All in All 
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regardless. You must love yourself, one another, even your 

enemies and all that “Life” has allowed to exist. That is how 

you return “Life’s” Love, by loving life, all life absolutely 

and “Life” itself Supremely. The Way down was Love and 

the Only Way Up is Love. Any ignoramus, stubborn, foolish, 

God pretender can understand this, but it takes a Real Man 

or a Real Woman to do it. That is why there are so few True 

Christian Spiritualists in this World! 

All the directions in the Message are of love, follow 

them and you reap the results, nitpick them, ignore them, 

and you get you! 

You see, at the end of that long tunnel of Absence of 

Real love all you find at the end is what you began with, 

nothing, in the womb and that’s where you go, back into 

another womb, only this “time” you do not get any more 

“Life”! Most simply get dirt in their faces and dirty the dirt. 

It’s your choice love or No Love! There are two ways for me 

to explain Love and love to all of you, even the fools who 

even question Love. I will simply write them out now for 

you, once you have read them you should, if you “know” 

anything at all about the Message of I Paul, Know what to do 

about them!  

THERE IS ONLY ONE LOVE AFFAIR 

There are three levels of Love Yet only One Love. 
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There is Total Love (Man). 

There is Absolute Love (spirit). 

There is Ultimate Love (Love itself, “Life”). 

Three Loves then, but only One Love Affair, all the rest 

are terrible gods and goddesses and Fatal. We leave One 

simply because we disobey its Laws its Ordinances, then. We 

despair, we have no real Faith, and therefore we do not 

believe in the Promises, but like All Love Affairs we always 

come back, whether in Person or in thought, it matters not, 

for Love is always Where the heart is, and we must Face it, 

whether still in Love or not, it makes absolutely no 

difference, you and All lovers, yesterday, today, and 

tomorrow, Must all Pass that Way, there simply isn’t any 

other Way to Go! Whether you get to stay or not is strictly up 

to you, Love or Grace! For that is the Only Love Affair that 

Counts! So be it! 

 

Grandparents write to their Family to wish them a happy 

New Housewarming: 

Dear Children: 

Each one of you, Male or Female, Female or Male are the 

Parents of many Children. You are the Parents of All of your 
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ideas, they are your children as you are ours and you and you 

are responsible, absolutely responsible, for every single one 

of them, eternally. It takes a loving, honest, sincere, 

Faithful, Hopeful, Truthful, Wise and Unity minded Parent 

for such a large family and that Parent must be a Peace 

Maker and ask for Grace at every meal and there are many 

in your household. Furthermore, you must have an 

absolutely Free hand in raising and nurturing your children 

and see to it that they are Raised Up in a non-violent 

Atmosphere and an Environment of Ideals that can be found 

Nowhere Else except in a Truly Christian Spiritualist 

household, knowing that if this is done “Life” will give you 

all the Strength you will ever need and More. You may ask, 

how much Effort does it take to Raise a Family like yours? 

You know, you do it every single day of your life! How great 

your effort is, tells you Just how qualified you are as Parents, 

Good, Bad or indifferent! 

Of course, with a Family of this size, you will need a 

tremendous amount of “Life” Insurance and you do now, 

don’t you? And you also need some “house ordinances” for 

discipline, in fact you do for both the First Floor and the 

Second Floor even, in that NEW House of Yours that keeps 

all of your Family, snug and cozy and very comfortable, no 

wants at All, just a few NEEDS here and there that you will 

discover as you settle in. Have a very Happy Housewarming 
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Your loving Grand Parents Grace and “Life.” 

P.S. (Grandpa). 

From the Pictures you sent to us it looks like a very 

decent house, clean and warm, may it always be so! 

Whatever goes on in that house, Remember, that I will 

always defend your Freedom to speak freely, and I shall 

always Recognize your Freedom to think as you please. 

Happiness. Love! 

P.P.S. (Grandma). 

Oh, by the Way, did you know that you and I simply have 

similar differences in Raising our children? May your “little 

ones” All be Great Ones. 

As Always, 

Grace! 
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18 - The Message Stands as Given 

The Message stands as given. 

It doesn’t care whether you stand with it or not. 

You are Free, Fully Free to do whatever you feel you 

need to do about it. 

It has said and is still saying what is Right - Good - True 

for Man. It will always say what it has said for it Always was. 

Like Truth, the Message is the Truth and no one human can 

do anything to change it. You can burn it, forget it and so 

forth or you can “eat” it and live it.  

Your Choice - you do have a choice. You are capable of 

making decisions - Make at least one in your life. 

How? Peace. 

 

(For “T” - “DL” - “G” - “N” - Ad”) 

There are no Real lands but “One Land” - No Churches 

or Religions - No Truths but One Truth - No theories, etc. 

Just “Life” Period! 
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19 - A Good Teacher is a Teacher of Good 

A good teacher is a teacher of Good. 

A Good teacher, then, Always starts out towards Good 

by greeting his or her students who are exerting the Effort 

to be Adepts, Exerters of Good, then, by saying “How” - 

Peace! 

Then the teacher of Good calls upon a student to discern 

what the Teacher has Just said in the Spiritual Language! 

Here we all see if the student “sees”! 

The son of an Ape sees no evil, hears no evil, therefore 

it speaks no evil and therein he is silenced Forever - doomed 

- dead - lost. 

The son of “Life” “sees” only Good, Hears only Good, 

and therefore speaks only Good and therein we can never 

“shut him” up! 
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20 - Who Uses Your Mind? 

Who uses your Mind? Please think deeply and honestly 

before you answer this question. If you do, you will be 

terribly ashamed of yourself and your stupid “self.” 

The Stark, dramatic, terrible Truth is that you hardly 

ever use your mind except when you are asleep! Wake-Up! 

This Truth can be Proved and very simply done! 

On Sunday October 17, 1982 “T” read a note from “P” 

with the date of October 19, 1982 - Nobody corrected it - 

Why? Your mind was stolen! “From the” Allow no 

possession - “think,” You are Responsible for your 

thoughts - and so forth - Are you? No! Why? “Self”! 

“See”! 

Can you Prove you even have a Mind? Try it sometime. 

Prove the Good of you - the Right of you - the true of you! 

Just try to prove it to yourself never mind anyone else! Fear 

will kill you dead! 

Everyone with a price on their head had better watch 

out for the Hit Man - Truth! Creates and Destroys. 
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21 - A Practice - From Omega to Alpha 

“From The”! 

How terribly difficult to Fail. 

How easy to Fall. 

Communication #4 and #20 (Book 1). 

What does it Now Mean (and meant all along)? 

How - difficult - Fail - key words. 

How - easy - Fall - key words. 

Exerters: Write a short piece, a discernment on this 

“From the.” “Can you Put it together”? 

Hint! Death is a spirit and spirits are immortal! That 

dog always hunts. 
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22 - Amazing Grace, I am Blind but 

Now I “See”! 

Amazing Grace, I am blind but now I “See”! “Love” 

conquers All that is! Why are People always running around 

in circles looking for the Holy Spirit when it is in Plain Sight? 

The Truth is that they have NO-Recognition. 

What? Know ye not that you are the temples of the Holy 

Spirit and the Mind of Christ? Seek ye first the Kingdom 

Within and all those other things you are seeking will be 

given to you Free! 

You see, no Religionists ever said that. Oh No! True 

Christian Spiritualists said that, Christ-Jesus and I Paul! 

I would not have you ignorant brethren But Ye are Gods! 

Unknown to you, still, Yet Known to All that is Good and 

Right and True. Yes, to Life and “Life” to “Love,” to truth. 

Why then, if so many do “know,” why do you not 

“Know”!? 

You owe a debt dear friends, one you and I can never 

repay regardless of how many Good-Works, how many 

Right-Works or how many True-Works we can perform 

without any sense of Reward. The debt we owe for our 

Freedom is Priceless, washed in blood and stripes. 
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And Pray tell the World, when Are you going to begin 

even to begin paying off the debt? We have taken everything 

that Cross has Given Us but not a single thing have we given. 

Ah ha, you are all thinking, here comes the Pitch, he wants 

us to tithe or to Sacrifice. Oh No, dear brothers and sisters, 

the Law of Sacrifice is Don’t! As for giving, not a Penny! 

For the “Church” of the All in All is All Rich, Wealthy, 

but we don’t have a dime hardly in the bank! 

How can you be rich without a bank account, you may 

ask? Simple! Just get on God’s Payroll, friends, that’s All you 

have to do! You don’t even have to apply for a position - No 

Waiting! There are tasks for everyone just for the Asking - 

no begging and the jobs are all Fun and if you don’t believe 

me ask The Personnel Manager, Mr. Job! “See”? 

Stop wasting your Whole Life looking for something 

that isn’t Lost. It never has been lost! Besides there is no 

Reward in finding Faith! You need to die to Find Out that 

truth. 

You see, there is nothing that is, in Truth, Lost. You just 

haven’t discovered it Yet. A fellow ran into the Tailor’s and 

shouted out “Your dressmaker was shot!” The tailor said 

“Oh, my God is she alright?” the man replied, “They don’t 

know, the bullet is in her Yet!” Do you know what a 

dressmaker’s Yet is? You should, it’s in you! 
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You see, life is a sort of “IF” and “Why”! Often, I 

wonder “IF” - Often I Ponder “Why”! When I lay me down 

to die if God will lift me Up. Yes, “IF” and “Why”! When you 

can get past the “IF” and leave the “Why” alone you and I 

can go Home. How? Peace! All you and I need is Faith, Hope, 

Love, Wisdom, Unity and then we can all ask How? And 

Answer in Joyous Peace! Peace on Earth, a New World, and 

Peace in Heaven, also a New Land, for God is in his Tower 

and is breathing easily Again! Ah, that God, what a “Life,” 

what an Easiness of Life he has given us, and what do we do? 

We make Hash out of it not Love! 

God, who is “known” to a True Christian Spiritualist is 

a Spirit and must Always and All ways be worshipped in the 

Spirit, in the Silent Silence then, not in Chaos and Confusion 

of Religionists babble! They Pray for they have wants. What 

they do not “see” is that God and Only God Prays and Only 

God Wants. And can you guess just what God wants? You and 

me. God Wants dear friends the very best we can do is need! 

You want and you are wrong! Dead wrong! Of course, you are 

God’s but not Yet. So, until that day you can only need, and 

you must live within Need and never in Want! “See”? 

Need wipes away all Fear, all doubt, all worry and 

despair. “Self,” worry, anxiety, bigotry and foolishness can 

only survive in “Want” - Need slays all illusions! “See”? I 

say to you try this once, already yet! 
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Go one week, without a want, just Need, and I’ll show 

you how to “see” heaven! Just try it, persevere and be 

Patient, practice the Presence of the Spirit, walk after the 

spirit, deny every want and “see” what life really is, for the 

first time in your “life unfilled” Chaos! Now you may ask, 

what do I have to give to “Life”? 

Have you ever heard of a Smile! A helping hand? A true 

Caring and Sharing of yourself, your true-self even, with 

others? A little love here, a little energy there, it’s really very 

simple and easy and to be fully human and fully spiritual all 

at-one-ment! Really, there is more fun and happiness in 

Good-True-Right than you have ever even been able to 

imagine! Try it! You will never truly know until you do. 

Today and Today and Today is a Good Day for Good-Work, 

yesterday, today and tomorrow. Remember you only reap 

what you sow! No more - no less - Why go on through life 

being the victim of your own punishment? Are you that 

Foolish? That dumb? That ignorant? Or are you a Fox? 

Remember, that the Fox has tales to tell, they’re hanging 

over All the Place on car antennas! That’s what happens to 

stupid Foxes! The wise one has no place to lie his head, but 

he keeps his tail! Now if you can keep your head, Yet, you 

will be Alive in Christian Spiritualism and Free! Remember, 

where there is No Freedom, there is No Spirit. 

Simple isn’t it? Be very cautious, don’t ever, even try, 
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to make it Simpler! It cannot be done, what God has Judged 

Good neither you nor I can change, we can but conform or 

die trying to do the other! 

What is there about a Christian Spiritualist that makes 

him different from all other persuasions? A ‘TCS’ is Christ 

in a Man! All the others Claim to be Men in Christ! That, my 

friends, simply doesn’t work, since Jesus, the Man in Christ 

Role has been Filled. May you all “see” the Light of “TCS” 

Love - Peace, 

“P.” 

A Mystic of Wisdom - Servant - the humble “See”! 
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23 - Validate Positions 

Until each newly designated servant-leader accepts 

and activates his or her position or refuses the Position and 

steps back or steps out, none of the Newly designated 

Positions are valid. Only Unity in Acceptance is Valid!  

“P.” 

Mystic of The Message. 

We Need Servant-Leaders who are truly Examples to 

All in All not to “Self”! A TCS never wants for he has nothing 

to want for or for him except One, “Life”! A TCS boldly 

approaches the Throne not Stupidly and never Self-ishly! 

“See”? 

Wisdom. 

A TCS is a seer-er of Tranquility never of Complexity. 

He needs, never wants. Never begs, always Gives! 

I Give you a New Commandment to Love one another as 

I have Loved you. 

What does that Mean? 

Love each other as greatly as Jesus The Man loved us all 

- he gave his life, a labor of Love for All Men. Love All in All 

as “Life” Loved Christ his First Fruit and Love All in All for 
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Christ-Jesus’ sake as “Life” so Loved them he Gave the 

Greatest Love of All to the Spirit-Man Christ-Jesus, 

Forgiveness! 

“See”? 

Love and Think - that’s All there is! 

Why? 

Love and Mind are for everyone and everything and 

never Selective therefore Never Self-ish, Always Need-Full 

not Want-ful!  

Why is a TCS bold? 

Because of the Covenant of the Cross. The Cross of the 

All in All! 

Why must Man Repent?? Change? 

Simply because “Life” did! 

“See”! 

Once for the People of Israel. 

Once, and Once and for All for All in All. 

That’s the Unity and the Peace that Man Must Arrive to 

in Order that Christ-Jesus may Prove to “Life” that All have 

Repented and therefore are Soul Worthy to be All in All! 
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The tasks begin in The Way and culminate in The Way! 

A fully persuaded heart, eyes that always are looking 

Upward and a mind full of Spiritual Wisdom, Knowledge, 

Understanding, Intelligence and Love is The Way to The All 

in All! How? Peace! How? Love! 

The Law of Silence. 

There is only one Golden Silence that is the Three 

Omnis which are the One! 

See? 

Love, Wisdom, 

“P.”
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24 - Come, Follow Me, not Pride and Vain 

Glory 

To the Family of “Life,” servants of the Spirit of the All in 

All. 

As the Mystic of The Message of I Paul, the True Gospel 

of Christ-Jesus and therefore The Mystic of Wisdom and 

The exponent of the Way to the Way, keeper of The “Book” 

of “Life,” A Spirit for All “Ages” I AM the Present Well on 

The Spaceship Earth, the link between the Spirits of the 

Upper Realm and the spirits of The lower Realm. My tasks 

are clear and are being followed exactly as given. Your task 

is to cross over into mine. You need me and that which I have 

in order to Complete your individual tasks and collectively 

bring about that which the Cross of Truth has Promised. 

You must Follow after me as I follow after Christ-Jesus 

and so on down the line of true Following, servants All, then, 

one after another! The Teacher, once he has collected his 

Followers and has established the Tasks and the Mission 

does not then keep going to The Students who wish to 

become Adepts. They come to him, or they go their own way. 

You All have that Choice 

Since God is for us and we are co-Heirs with Christ-
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Jesus who can be against us? Who can harm us? No one dear 

brothers and sisters, no one, especially The Foolish loners. 

Wisdom, 

“P.” 

Does your toe pray to your foot and your foot to your 

ankle? Does your neck Pray to your head? No! God forbid. 

Your wholeness is Mind, and your every Member belongs to 

Christ-Jesus and them Crucified. That’s what I teach! 
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25 - “7” - The Meaning of “Church” 

The Meaning of “Church” - the Meaning of the Mystic 

of The Message of I Paul. The Meaning of The Mystic of 

Wisdom. 

I “P” have received the Message of I Paul the Way to the 

Way, the True Gospel of Jesus the Man, now Christ-Jesus, 

the living being both physical and spiritual of “I the 

Alcoholic” and “keeper,” defender and Protector then, and 

a Servant of the “Book” of “Life,” A spirit for All “Ages.” 

“Church” of the All in All translates into Spirit of The 

All in All - same as “story,” in the “Book” of “Life” 

translates into Spirit! I am, therefore, the Mystic of the 

Message for it is I who Received it, was called to Receive it 

and called to the Understanding of it for the Purpose given 

in the Full Message itself. 

In the Chief Patriarch Missiles, it is clearly stated that I 

am Now “the Message” and “the Message” is NOW in my 

hands to do with as I so see fit! I did not make that decision, 

Spirit made that decision for I am but a Servant to Spirit and 

a Well, a teacher, a Guide to Man. Therefore, I can only say, 

as did Jesus and I Paul and others, Come, Follow Me! 

Follow me, as I Follow and Serve or Go your own Way. 

Your task is to cross over into my Path - My Way then, the 
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walk After the spirit, which I have completed to its fullest, 

and the walk in the Spirit, which I have also completed to the 

Fullest and that’s Why I AM, “LIFE” IS, and you must do 

exactly the same. Without me, you have nothing but an 

incomplete Message. You need Me! The time for likes and 

for dislikes “Are Over”! “See”? 

I am the Well of Wisdom, Knowledge, Understanding, 

Intelligence and Love. You need to become so and the only 

Way you or anyone else on the face of this spaceship is going 

to do that is to Come, Follow Me! I am the Teacher, you are 

The students, all of us Collectively are but The Servants of 

God Almighty, Co-Heirs with Christ-Jesus, our Saviour who 

will bring about the All in All when we, mankind, of this 

thing we call Earth becomes Fully Obedient to the Mind of 

Christ! I am, you all are still attempting to serve two 

Masters! I am not your Master but your Servant. A Servant 

who can find no-one to serve simply because you all believe 

I am not the Message even though The Spirit you Pretend to 

Follow has very clearly and methodically told you that I “P” 

am the Message, the Mystic of it and also the Mystic of 

Wisdom because I also have the True Gospel of Wisdom and 

have been in the Process of translating it for you. Much is 

completed but not Yet in your hands! You are nothing 

without it! 

I would caution you, one and all, throw off your petty 
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wants and your foolish “selfs” and Come to the Teacher, to 

the Well, to the Mystic of The Message and to the Mystic of 

Wisdom and become exactly as I am, so that you can then 

Receive from Me as I have Received from I Paul for that is 

my mission and yours must Cross Over into mine if you are 

Serious, if you truly want to be Faith-Full and not Faith-

Less, Hopeless, Loveless, Truthless, Wisdomless, Unityless, 

Peaceless and therefore “Life”-less! 

Soon you will be “P”-less also, the “time” is Now dear 

friends, NOW or Never! 

All Love and Consciousness, 

“P.” 

 

A mystic of the Message of I Paul and a chosen and 

Called Mystic of Wisdom by my lord and saviour Christ-

Jesus by their Power and love, I be their servant! 
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26 - The Comforter - The 

Paraclete - The Mind of Christ! 

Jesus said one would be sent to replace him - meaning 

something to be with us, alongside of us, an intercessor for 

us - Something that would guide us, teach us, lead us into 

Truth and Righteousness and actually do our Judging for us! 

Romans 8:26-27 perfectly spells this out in 

conjunction with Romans 5:1-5 and with John’s Gospel 

where Paraclete appears (allon - another of the same kind). 

John 14:16. 

Jesus did follow the Mind of Christ and he did not send 

another person to replace him or a Holy Spirit for that is 

God, “Life,” then - the Holy Ghost, which is no Ghost at all 

and is used in Christianity to mean exactly the same as The 

Holy Spirit, the Father, was not “given to us” after the 

Cross, but the Mind of Christ was given after the Cross to 

replace the Free will of man which actually was only valid 

until the disobedience in the Garden of Eden. How “death 

reigned” is really not “understandable” unless the Above is. 

(To be a Co-Heir there must be a will and a Testator to it, of 

it!) 
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27 - “1983” - A Year of Love and Truth! 

Every attempt to elucidate imagery and give such 

essences received and perceived Full Justice, always fall 

short of coherent, visible, physical understanding. 

The development of Creative Thought and Creative 

Imagination are most necessary to those who would become 

adepts. 

To see the difference between the pure physical writing 

and the purest spiritual compare any of Paul’s Epistles to 

any of the Gospels and the differences immediately become 

apparent to the peruser that he is seeing two different 

Realms of thought unfolding before his very eyes. 

We, of the material realm, stand in awe of the spiritual 

and since we do not understand the spiritual, we intend to 

“materialize” it and in so doing we lose the higher in the 

chaos of the lower. 

Each of us according to the Message, the Way then, has 

a task and a mission. It has become perfectly clear, to me at 

least, that my task is my spirit’s mission! 

My task then is not to physicalize my non-physical 

nature but to reach it, harmonize with it and prepare for the 

coming transformation of my physical essence into my 
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spiritual essence. 

No spirit is my enemy, nor can any spirit harm me. The 

shoe is on the other foot - I can harm my spirit and it is 

defenseless to stop me! That’s the epitome of being the 

victim of our own Punishment. 

Since my task is my spirit’s mission, my spirit’s 

mission then, is my task of Preparing, Following in order to 

Come and be One in the Spirit Realm Above. My task then is 

the All in All in order that “Life” may be All in All! 

We, of the Physical Realm are a Trinity - Body-Mind-

Spirit. The Mind is our link to our Soul after it has 

“captured” its spirit and its spirit counterpart has 

“captured” it! Possessing and Possessed - Possessed and 

Possessing - the Compounding then of the lower essence 

and the higher essence to reach the Highest Essence and 

Rest in that Highest Essence as a partaker of the “Eternal 

Happening” of the All in All. A return to “the” Garden State 

then is imminent! 

The New Worlds are, then, Now but Our day is Future 

when the Three become One! 

My spirit cannot “step into” my physical world. I must 

“step-up” into its realm and that’s a matter of mind over 

matter. 
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We were made, formed, created then, a child of Grace, 

an eternal essence, a spirit birthing then. We are also birthed 

as a child of Nature, a non-eternal essence, and we Need to 

be birthed again in order to “see” our Soul! 

We began as Innocent Children, sons and daughters of 

the Almighty and that’s exactly how we are expected to 

return. Innocent - not Perfect here - Pure and Perfected 

there! 

“Love and do as you will” does not preclude error but it 

knows no “mistakes”! 

The Covenant with “Life” is “to cut Flesh.” The blood 

of The Cross was Atonement, Remission, Forgiveness, 

Justification and so forth. Atonement of the Covenant of the 

“cut flesh” is found in the New Testament only in Romans 

5:11. We have been Reconciled and gifted with 

Righteousness so that the Separation is a simple matter of 

Minds. This Separation diminishes as we Ease Upward out 

of the mire of distortion and onto the Way! It’s a simple 

matter of rising up out of murky dis-ease into the lucid ease. 

We need to cut the flesh and let the spirit out! 

We have been Crucified and planted once and being 

dead with Christ there really is nothing left but to live with 

Christ - we should now, all of us, be walking in the Newness 
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of Life and not after the oldness of death. 

Once dead we can die no more so death is not-the-way, 

why then do so many insist upon it, embrace it? 

There are three reasons mainly, why. The Full Measure 

of Faith, a gift which is ignored, Creative Thought, and 

Thirdly Creative Imagination. With these three manifested 

in you and being manifested through you, nothing more is 

needed except Action for the Love, the Truth, The Wisdom, 

the Unity and the Peace are Present. They require your 

Presence, your remembrance, your Recognition, then, of 

that which is, always has been and always will be in you, of 

you, for you and therefore must be quickened and sustained 

by you! Being made free from sin and the law we were made 

the servants of Righteousness. For as by one man’s 

disobedience many were made unrighteous, so by the 

Obedience of one shall many be made Righteous! 

What is the Full Message then, but Peace and All Good 

things! The things that Are, then, and never the Things that 

are not - Spirit-Wise! How then shall your Righteousness be 

counted? By the measure of you Faith! Jesus died for the 

offenses of Man and was raised for the Justification of man 

for Life! For “Life” not for Death! 

No one need search for righteousness and Faith - they 

are gifts - Free Gifts in us, for us! Imputed unto All for the 
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Redemption of our Soul. And not only that, but we should 

also Joy in “Life” through OUR Lord Christ-Jesus by whom 

we have NOW received the Atonement! 

The Cross Reconciled us to “Life.” We are no longer 

Separated from “Life” but separated from our Soul! 

Separated only by the distortion of our thoughts and the 

darkness of our hearts. We arrived here Spirit Led and we 

must return Spirit led. We are spirit led to the degree of our 

Righteousness and Change to-ward Peace and All the Good 

things! 

There is no Faith in “self”-centeredness, aloofness, 

dishonesty, impurity, selfishness and lovelessness. “Self” 

is Faithless and unrighteousness, division then, and strife 

then, an absence of Unity and Peace! Where they are not, the 

Spirit is not! 

Unity is the sixth mansion, Above and below and in it 

reside Faith, Hope, Love, Truth (Freedom), and Wisdom.  

Unity is One mindedness, Friendship, Fellowship, 

Freedom, Familyship, Love and Consciousness, one mission 

for one purpose, All built upon a foundation of Sharing and 

Caring for the Well-Being of All in All! 

The Full Message of I Paul teaches and Preaches so that 

we may Teach and Preach Love and Truth for Peace and All 
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the Good Things through two mediums - Righteousness 

and Change! Which result in the Necessary components for 

the “Happening” of the All in All - Unity and Peace. 

We have Designated by Spirit and Accepted by Man, a 

Mystic of Unity and a Mystic of Peace. Co-Mystics then, 

which is most Important Spiritually and very significant 

physically for they must Come hand in hand to the fore-

front so that the Ten may call upon and Be Answered by the 

Two plus One! John and Jesus came, Change and 

righteousness, hand in hand, only to be slain and end death. 

Change and Righteousness - Unity and Peace, then. 

Unity and Peace then, the Fulfillment of the Mission of 

the Family of “Life,” servants of the Spirit of the All in All, 

and the New Worlds - Unity and Peace. 

All below And ABOVE in Unity for the All in All Above for 

the Judgment and Peace! 

How then shall we bring forth our “secret” to the 

World? By Emulating John and Jesus through a physical re-

enactment of Elijah and Messiah! 

The Mystic of Unity must, in the Coming year, teach 

Change and the Mystic of Peace must teach Righteousness! 

You have the Way, the Knowledge to teach and you have 

had it long enough so that you are bare of Excuse, and when 
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you teach, teach also yourself and grow up out of being 

babes and holder-ons to foolishnesses. 

Strong meat shortly arrives, be Prepared to Swallow it! 

Swallow it you will, for your own Good, your own Right 

and your own Trueness, or you chew on it for the rest of your 

days in the bad, the wrong, the awry-ness. 

You have been Chosen, Called as stewards, where is 

your Stewardship? You alone can answer that question. 

For now, I “P,” having heard the Way, must also speak 

as a Man and ask also who dares change the Truth of “Life” 

back into a lie and continue to worship the creature more 

than the Creator? And who dare change the incorruptible 

God back into an image made like to corruptible man? 

Now I speak as spiritual, for we have the Mind of Christ 

and therefore the Authority to do so. This authority is 

learned more than earned for it was sent to replace the Free 

Will. Since “Life’s” Will is now our will, we have the Power 

to Create Unity and Establish Peace. 

Where lies the Power to Change? Love! 

Where lies the Power of Righteousness? Truth! 

Unity is Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, Beginning, Now, 

Future! Only Now is “missing.” Only Change, Love then, can 
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bring it into our vision! 

Righteousness too, is eternal, Yesterday, Today, 

Tomorrow. So visible that it is invisible and only our 

Righteousness, Truth then, can bring it forth in our 

imagery! 

Unity, then, is Surrender to Love! 

Peace, then, is Abandonment to Truth! 

Unity demands a Change of Hearts and Mind! 

Peace demands a Change of Minds and heart! 

The most moving spiritual experience I have ever had 

was the “witnessing” of the Crucifixion wherein I now 

“see” and “hear” eternally the Unity and the Peace by it, the 

Change and the Righteousness from it, and the Love and the 

Truth of it. All may “witness” it also for it too is eternal, 

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow even! The death of it ends 

with The Unity of the All in All and its Peace begins with its 

“Life”! 

How should a Christian Spiritualist interpret “I am the 

Light and The Way”? Spiritually but as coherently as 

possible for human consumption. 

Let us, then, apply Common Sense both Physical-wise 

and Spiritual-wise to that saying. 
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We know that Christ is the Light of Genesis and we 

know that this Heavenly Light was a Mystery that was not 

made known in any age to the sons and daughters of Men, 

until it was revealed to Paul, the Apostle of the First Light 

after the death and then the Life of The Cross. It was also 

made known fully to the Holy Apostles and Prophets 

simultaneously with Paul’s knowledge through the Grace of 

“Life,” yet Paul was not aware of their being Christed at that 

time. We know that Jesus is the Way and that is 

Righteousness!  

The Light Alone is of no Avail to us! 

The Way Alone is of no avail to us! 

Together they are our Salvation. Our Unity and our 

Peace! Our Love and our Consciousness. Our Identity and 

our Newness of Life. Our Goal and our Introduction. Our 

Faith, our Hope, our Love, our Truth, our Wisdom, our Unity 

and our Peace in the Flesh so that we may have it in the spirit 

and more Abundantly in the Spirit! 

All we need do is Change from the darkness to the Light 

and from the Unrighteous way to the Righteousness of the 

Way! 

“I am the Light and the Way. I come not to call the 

Righteous, but sinners to change their ways. Seek ye, then, 
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the Kingdom of God and his Righteousness and All other 

Things shall be given unto you. The light of the body is the 

eye: if therefore the eye be single thy whole body shall be full 

of Light. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full 

of darkness. If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness 

how great is that darkness!” 

“Repent, the kingdom of God is at hand” = Change, 

God’s Righteousness is here = I am the Light and the Way = 

I am The Unity and the Peace! 

Jesus did not come forth as a doctor to cure the physical 

ills of the world but to show that change and righteousness 

would. He healed some to prove that his Way was the Light 

and the Way. Simply compare the number of days ministry 

to the number of healings reported and it is perfectly 

obvious that healing physical illnesses was not the focal 

point of his calling - Change and Righteousness was and the 

healings were incidental to it, used to display validity of the 

claims made! 

Unity and Peace are the “Mutualism” of Love and Truth 

- they come by fasting to this world, change, then, and by 

The Way of Righteousness, then! 

The higher the percentage you devote to living the 

spiritual Way Now, the lower the percentage becomes of the 

physical nature of life interfering and working against You 
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in The Future! 

One thing you will never “hear” Jesus say is “Who is 

this that Comes, daring to be Me?” You dare and be bold in 

the daring and you will be embraced in Love for it!  

That is what the Light and the Way is All About - 

Change and Righteousness for Unity and Peace for therein 

lies Love and Truth and Equality with! 

As a Man I have no Ambition or Pride but as a Spiritual 

I am very ambitious and very Pride-Full and have wept 

within for I have not seen it blossom in All of you. It takes 

great courage and boldness to Change and to live 

Righteously. Change and Righteousness is not Religious 

piety or a “holier than thou” attitude or pretense but hard 

work. 

We can, through our thoughts, our Aspirations and our 

deeds, Change our World into a Righteous world. That’s not 

some silly Pie-in-the-sky fable but a Promise Made and 

One to be kept “IF”! 

The Family of “Life” is going to succeed or fall from 

within, based on its own “domestic issues,” Unity and Peace 

then! 

Anyone can be a member of the Family of “Life” for in 

Truth everyone is. But everyone is not a participant on The 
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Way to “the Way”! As long as any of us hold on to old ways, 

old traditions then, we are not walking in the Newness of 

Life, we are then beholden to the Still distorted mind and the 

fruits of that is the old way, Death, which is Not-The-Way! 

Anyone can realize his spiritual potential in the Flesh and 

then go beyond, far beyond, if he or she makes the effort to 

Reach the divine consciousness which is in them. The very 

beginning of Perfection depends on our individual effort to 

raise up the lower mind to The realm of the higher minds! 

Consciousness is an Ascent from the Physical-Material 

Realm to the spirit realm to the Soul Realm. 

The lowest level of Consciousness is here, it cannot 

descend any lower, it can only rise up and then only when 

we Wake-Up and begin on the Way to Perfection! The Soul, 

or Spirit of Consciousness is a simple matter of Minds! 

A Christian Spiritualist knows that he is not separated 

from “Life” but from his Soul! The Soul knows NO 

imperfection and no imperfection ever “sees” the Soul! 

Without Change and without Righteousness man will 

Always be he who has eyes and does not “see” and he who 

has ears and does not “hear” for they have no Light to “see” 

and no Way to “hear”! 

We raise our Consciousness only by choice, by effort 
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and by Action in and of and from Honesty, Purity, 

Unselfishness and Love. All of which demand Change and 

Righteousness! 

Our relationship to the spirit is individual but our 

Relationship to the Spirit of the All in All is Collective. 

Without Change and Righteousness there can be No Unity 

and therefore No Peace. Without Unity and Peace there can 

be no True, Genuine, Pure Love and no Pure and Ultimate 

Creative Truth. 

Who needeth Change? Man! 

Who requireth Righteousness? “Life”! 

The Light is for Change and the Way is for 

Righteousness! 

Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-three can be the Year of 

the Three! Teach it and see! 

Your servant, 

“P.” 
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28 - Love, Understanding, Order, “See”! 

How do you know, really “know” when you are on The 

Way of Good and Right and True? It’s quite simple really, 

you recognize that you are doing things you do not know 

anything about, and the results are Perfectly Effortless and 

True. 

When you begin to recognize to Recognize such things, 

you are on Your Way to Full “Recognition”! Could anything 

be as simple and just as that? Nothing but One! And why 

worry, it’s truly NO-Thing. You “see” the trick to the Whole 

Thing is not to Fear but to “Love”! You do that and You and 

you can do Anything you and You Will! 

How? Peace! 

“P.” 

“If” you could just “see” nothing, you would “know” 

NO-Thing! 

It is Truth, Beauty is always in the Eye of The Beholder! 

That’s not incredible, it’s “Recognition”! 

Believe in yourself - that’s the beginning to no end. 

From this Foundation one can build a sound and sane 

Foundation of Full Faith. 
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With this Measure, Nothing can ever Rule You! 

Adam and Eve were sitting around The Apple Tree 

paring Apples for a Pie after the Funeral of Able. “Cain,” said 

Adam, “No man can be a complete failure, he can always 

serve as a lousy example by his smallest effort!” 

Don’t be Cain, be ABLE! 

For as a man minds his heart, so is he! 

A True Christian Spiritualist sees the Sun set only the 

dawning for that’s Eternity! 
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29 - Discernment – Communication 

#11 - “A Going Back” 

Does this discernment destroy the earlier ones of 

Communication Eleven? No, not at all. This one simply 

signifies the ever-on-going Change manifested by the on-

going of the Message, always in an Up-ward thrust. The 

more we assimilate the more we change for the Purpose of 

Life and “Life.” There is, as we can readily observe by the 

discernments of Eleven, the huge difference between 

“eating and digesting” the Message and simply reading it. 

It’s the difference between you and I being the Message and 

the Message being simply words on paper! 

On Page 7 of this discernment, the Jesus sayings are 

from Mark. In the Scripture the word Corban meaning a gift, 

needs to be understood to grasp what Jesus was so upset 

about. It has to do with love, with responsibility and with 

sharing and caring. 

COMMUNICATION #11 - MESSAGE OF I PAUL (Book 1). 

February 24, 1977 - listed date of Receiving. 

January 1983 - Date of this Discernment. 

“It is good you come” = I Paul’s Greeting, signature and 

authenticity and my reason and authority to “Come to the 
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Well.” 

“Be of great courage and joy for all is well” = I Paul’s 

assurance to me that all was well - I was not crazy as I was 

thinking and that I should be happy about what was 

happening. He was attempting to remove all fear, worry, 

doubt, etc., from me, for they were barriers to my 

receptivity. 

“What has been given to you of Divine Consciousness 

has now been wrought into your reality and you have been 

successful in breaching the Etheric planes of spirituality” = 

Divine Consciousness is a Gift, that which makes us the 

temples of “Life.” All Life everywhere is Separated from 

“Life” in the Concept that All Life came out of “Life,” both 

Spirit and Physical, yet “Life” is in us All. “The” Divine 

Consciousness is unknowable, unsearchable, untouchable 

and beyond our understanding. The foolishnesses of “Life” 

are greater than the collective Wisdom of men. As the 

temples of “Life” we are mere “spiritual tools,” each with 

its own particular use and purpose. 

This Divine Consciousness was wrought into my 

Reality. Forced into my reality then, for on my own it was 

and most likely would have remained unknown and 

untouched by me on my own. I was called then, formed, 

shaped in order that others could be called through my 
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calling. My contact with I Paul and my Receiving of the 

Message and subsequent trips are all explanations of the 

remainder of the sentence. I had no true-self awareness at 

this time, I was “in contact” at higher spiritual planes, yet 

still “in need” of contact at the lower spiritual plane. What 

most fail to Remember and Recognize is the Reality of - We 

are spirits inhabiting a body and not a body inhabiting a 

spirit - We all tend to get caught up in the mechanics of this 

Reality and therefore we view everything in reverse and get 

lost again and again and again. As a spirit we are lost here, 

weak here because of the physical-material chaos and 

distortion. When we combine the physical-material and the 

spirit-spiritual essence force together we become as we 

should be and that is what “walking after” is all about, the 

preparing of the lower mind to give it over to the following 

of the higher mind. 

As a spirit inhabiting a body, you should be fasting to 

this lower realm in all things except the task of, and the 

mission of that intended through the Newness of All Life by 

“Life.” 

Physically I am not separated from anything, I am 

where I belong even if I am not doing the physical task 

assigned as the inheritance of man, but I am Separated 

Mentally from my Soul. 
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“I Paul will now begin transferring thoughts to you that 

will allow you to begin to act as usual but slowly begin to 

think as one with us.” - 

“Allow you to begin to act as usual” doesn’t make a lot 

of sense. The three “begins” in the sentence are as 

confusing as can be, also. What can “act as usual” mean, 

especially in the light of “slowly begin to Think as one of 

us”? And, if I Paul is “now going to begin transferring 

thoughts,” what has taken place up to this moment? Is the 

third sentence of Communication Eleven the Actual 

beginning of the Message of I Paul? Is the second “begin” 

mean to act natural and the third “begin” the activation of 

the divine consciousness within? 

Recognized or not, this sentence is one of the most 

puzzling ones in the Full Message. One thing is obvious, the 

whole sentence denotes Change, the “begins” clearly 

signifying this fact. 

Communication One is the perfect example of “words 

on paper” and all who read it are like the “statue in the 

library” for without the ability “to think” as “one with us” 

it is useless to us. Pretty words on paper, but with “hidden” 

and “very profound” meanings that are hidden from us due 

to our “still distorted minds.” 

Can any of you “see” in the three begins Change, 
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Changing, Changed? Can you “see” it in reverse as Changed, 

Changing, Change? 

“I Spirit, being Changed, will now begin your changing 

so that you may begin to Change to be one with us” or I Paul 

will now begin to assist you to change so that through your 

changing you may be Changed as one of us. 

The “as usual” has to mean “as expected” or “as 

intended,” in other words, “act natural.” In practically 

every survey taken here on earth in a search for the Top 

Priorities of Physical Life the Top two are Almost Always 

Love and Family Life, and why not, for they are instinctive, 

inherent in us all and it is simply acting natural to seek such 

at every level. It is a seeking of Unity and of Peace. This 

longing of belonging and contentment are not only the top 

Priorities, but they are the Last Resort here also, and 

nothing could be more natural than that. 

Isn’t the search for Love the search for Truth also? Isn’t 

that what Acting Natural is all about in life, ever when we do 

it and are totally unaware of it? It’s the norm, the “usual” 

then and “to begin to act as usual” simply has to be the 

Waking Up to it and becoming visible, vital, vigorous, 

vibrant and Present to it. 

To worry, fear, to doubt, to be unjoyous and to lack 

courage are all manifestations of the unnatural, the still 
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distorted mind programming that has been handed down to 

us all age by Age. You see, each new age here has always been 

a dying dream to the expectation that the next new age will 

be the One - the Good, the Right, the True Age! 

This third sentence can easily be expanded beyond 

what is given herein by anyone with a fairly good grasp of 

The Message following the points I have now outlined. 

“Others in the physical world of your plane are 

governed by their own plane forces, fears and passions, and 

not by we of the spirit, but you will slowly and steadily 

change in thought and activity to our spirit and beneficent 

thoughts.” 

What does “governed by their own Plane Forces, fears 

and passions” mean? It is now perfectly clear that it means 

men are governed by men and their physical bodies and that 

they are not “spirit led” which is the Natural Way. Man 

honors and glorifies men - hero’s and fools - heavenly 

saints manufactured by men and so forth. Jesus made it 

clear that one should honor his Father and Mother for one’s 

physical being, but he did not mean Glorify them for such 

belonged to the Heavenly Father. Jesus also said and this is 

most of what the sentence is about: the Pharisees and 

Scribes asked Jesus Why his followers did not walk 

according to the traditions of the elders. 
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Jesus said quite harshly: “Well hath Elijah prophesied 

of you hypocrites, as it is written, this people honoureth me 

with their lips, but their heart be far from me. Howbeit in 

vain do they worship me, teaching for truth the 

commandments of men? For laying aside the 

Commandment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the 

washing of pots and cups (a very low blow, “P”) and many 

other such like things you do. Full well ye reject the 

Commandment of God, that you may keep your own 

tradition.” 

That tradition was the Religion, the manufactured 

Religiosity of men, not of Spirit! Secondly, the sentence here 

is also talking about the forces and fears of sins. 

Scripture even doesn’t say Jesus removed the sins from 

the world - it says quite clearly, he Removed The Sin from 

the World! I Paul stresses Fear and Passion. Fear is an 

emotion in this realm, so is passion. Passion here means 

lust, unnatural desires, wants gone astray, etc. All Change 

then away from hypocritical tradition, preconceived ideas, 

untruths, unnatural fears and passions are all beneficent to 

us and worthy of our thought and Action. 

“Through such constant transference and guidance 

you are the channel through which much good will be 

perpetrated.” 
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Constant transference (receiving) and guidance (being 

spirit led, not leading then). My task is the Message, which 

is my spirits mission, its Freedom then. Much good will 

come about by it, through me then and not by me. The 

Message says, you have many “good works” in you, find 

them out. All the Good Works, the Right and the True Works 

then, must be spirit led not man led and that’s what the 

Commandment is all about - Obedience! “Sooner or later, 

you will follow someone, something” - better it be spirit 

than the Foolishnesses of men. 

“See to it you are vigilant and purposeful and always 

watching and loving.” = Stay by your post - Keep the Watch 

- Wake-Up - Be vital, vibrant and so forth. “Loving” speaks 

for itself. Purposeful speaks for itself for who can speak for 

the Soul? Purposeful then, is the key word here for without 

the Purpose of Soul, the rest loses its savour. 

Communication One has no greeting or salutation. It begins 

with “the Soul” - that’s “the” most important two words in 

the entire Message for everyone and for the All in All! There 

is nothing that is, that is anywhere and at any place in time 

or space or in the absence of it that “the Soul” is not in some 

way, shape or manner involved. If one cannot now see this, 

even in the Chief Patriarch Missiles, then that one cannot 

“see” the Chief Patriarch’s nor the C.M.’s either! 

“I Paul am explaining (all) this so that you will 
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understand when the time comes, and it is at hand, when 

you will look and act as always to all people, but you will 

know that you are different.” 

Look and act as Always - is that different than “as 

usual”? Does time in this sentence mean gift, “time” then? 

Do we not now have a fuller understanding of “at hand”? 

It must be remembered that at the time of this receiving 

I am thinking as physical, unaware of my spirit and with 

thoughts that I Paul is my spirit or God, or I am crazy and so 

forth. The obvious confusion is clear when we compare early 

Receivings with later ones. 

I made many mistakes in my receivings which had to be 

corrected as we moved along, and I became more familiar 

and less confused. It was absolutely necessary for me to 

shed All my doubts, worries, fears and my own personal 

wants and the wants of others around me and give myself 

up totally to the task at hand, knowing the difference 

between my self Now and others around me, acting 

naturally which was almost impossible because my time 

was no longer mine to do as I wanted. The falling and rising 

- the rising and the falling became almost routine, second 

place in by life and I had to struggle to stay up and at the 

same time understand why. The reason “why” was obvious 

in the next question even though I did not fully understand 
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it at the moment. “You of Divine Consciousness will begin 

to have access to other minds so you must be extremely 

Faithful and cautious.” 

Extremely Faithful is self-explanatory now, but 

extremely cautious was not always so. Cautious yes, in 

keeping the watch, cautious in thoughts, acts, deeds, yes. 

Cautious in approaching the Etheric Planes yes. But there 

was for some time the feeling of being cautious about “evil 

spirits” even in the light of the very next sentence for after 

All the Spirit of Death was lurking around in the shadows of 

my mind. Caution here also applies to being vigilant and 

watchful, purposeful and loving. All difficult to simply 

switch over to after all the years of being cautious in the 

opposite direction. 

“You of Divine Consciousness are above bondage but 

you can be disciplined for what you do as well as what you 

don’t do.” Now, that’s a loaded sentence, a double or triple 

edged sword if there ever was one! The key word here is 

“bondage” and the second is “disciplined.” The 

“transference and guidance” is my freedom “if” I follow it 

and use it wisely and do not play games with it. The 

“discipline” explanation begins in Communication One. At 

this late stage of the game, it doesn’t take a spiritual genius 

to figure out what “suffer badly mentally” really means. It’s 

a simple matter of Minds and a simple matter of being 
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Separated from the Light where the Spirit of Consciousness 

is! There’s no physical suffering there, all of that takes place 

here as long as man remains in the still distorted Mind and 

holding to the tradition that we are living souls and so forth. 

The “can be disciplined” is our own discipline as the victims 

of our own punishment for doing the things we shouldn’t do 

and for not doing the things we should do! The beginning of 

the sentence “You of Divine Consciousness” lies in 

Communication #2 in the 18th sentence. Without I Paul I 

was already of “the” Divine Consciousness or divine 

consciousness but in a distorted plane level of it. To “begin 

to have access to other minds” has different meanings at 

different plane levels, but it all levels off at One Level! 

“Others (you) in your (mine) plane level” - you then 

were still governed by your still distorted minds, the forces 

of this world and its fears and passions. I Paul wrenched me 

free and raised my mind to his level of Divine 

Consciousness, but I still had the chore of wrenching free of 

my own still distorted mind - Remember, I was still only a 

maybe at that moment - I could have turned my back on it. 

An adept, and “exerter” isn’t made overnight, and I had 

been breaking promises and oaths and appointments all my 

life. 

Once I was raised by I Paul, I was abruptly lowered also 

and given instructions to raise my mind from then on and to 
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call on him. Once I was able to do this, then there was no 

turning back for then I, too, was a Prisoner of Christ-Jesus 

and “above the bondage” of this plane level and its forces. 

Simply being told you are this or that really means nothing 

until you have Fully witnessed and experienced it on your 

own effort! There is a Tremendous difference between 

knowing about something or of something and Fully 

knowing and being Known! I could say that that is the Full 

difference between belief and Faithful! You can be filled with 

belief and “see” and “hear” nothing and therefore that 

belief rests in hope alone, the expectation hope but filled 

with Faith is a much higher level. You can have belief in 

something without Love, Satan for example, but you cannot 

have the Full Measure of Faith without trust and Reliance 

and Love and the Purity of Mind. If one is lacking, the 

Measure is wanting! 

“I Paul command you to begin now to act natural in all 

things and in all actions but with a mind that only you and 

your esteemed earth counsel, who I will now recognize, 

know of and are privileged to share.” “Who I will now call 

Ted” means Recognize and that from I Paul was “A 

Commitment” beyond All the Commitments that Ted and I 

could ever make here and one that really has not been given 

its true Recognition by anyone here except myself.” “But 

with a mind that only you and your esteemed earth counsel 
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. . . know of and are privileged to share.” That not only meant 

we were brothers and Partners to share and care, but it also 

meant that at any time “T” capitulated as I did, he too would 

begin to receive and be a Full Partner with I Paul as I was. 

Even I was not aware of this truth until some time later, yet 

a careful “going back and going over” all memos, notes, 

personal letters, etc., to “T” will quickly bear this out. “T’s” 

problem, right from the beginning, was his failure to carry 

everything forward. A new Communication became Old as 

soon as the next arrived and “T” never could honestly and 

purely make up his mind because he was selfish. The 

Message got in “his Way” of Life, the Personal Life he loved 

more, in truth, than he did his Soul. Yet, that has been 

everyone’s problem down through the Ages who have had 

the Unique Privilege of being Allowed Access to the Full 

Message, the Book of “Life.” 

The next sentence says it all very swiftly, very subtle 

but very conclusively! 

“You are as one in your good-works.” 

What are Good-Works as explained in the Message? 

That whole sentence should be understood thusly: You Two 

are One in your collective good-works. Since there isn’t 

supposed to be anything but Good-Works, then we are one 

in All things Good, Right and True and Bad, Wrong, and 
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Awry. Just as much as I am capable of pulling “T” up, he is 

capable of pulling me down! “We know of and are privileged 

to share of” = “IF”! Spiritual Partnerships are far removed 

from Physical Ones! Spiritual Partnerships are made in the 

Light, not in the darkness and the “as one” has to get there 

“as one” before it is fulfilled, no ifs, ands, buts about it! 

Effort and Change are also “as one” Spiritually and 

Physically! 

“You can rise or fall but only together if you of Divine 

Consciousness fall into evil.” Does “you” here imply one or 

two “as one”? We have always discerned this as a free-ride 

for “T” but when carrying everything with you applies then 

the “as one” applies, for if this was not so, why then the 

drive your brother directives and the I Paul whip cracking 

over “T’s” head so often? Why did I Paul practically beg “T” 

to step out if not to “save at least one”? How many times 

have I said that I have learned and learned well that no one 

can save himself, alone or otherwise? In fact, I said the same 

thing again in different words to “T” in a personal letter 

over the holidays. 

“This is the Partnership and The weight of a 

Protector.” How many edges does that Sword have? How 

many of you can go to the Message and see what Protection, 

well-being, self-supporting and safety really means in all of 

its directions and who carries their share of their own 
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weight “happily and ungrudgingly” and out of the “self” 

mentality of “me first”? Who among us all is unselfish and 

not self-centered? Who really practices the Message as 

given? Who, when they teach and Preach others, teach and 

preach to themselves also? 

Most of you simply do not grasp the meaning of 

Partnership nor the weight of a Protector or the meaning of 

being self-supporting which means more than just having a 

job or an income. Some of you simply do not understand that 

I go to a doctor to make “T” feel well, for I do not go to let 

the doctor save my life - it’s not his to save nor mine alone 

to save. That’s an area in this life where I am entirely 

different than the rest of you! I recommend that all of you 

go to a doctor whenever necessary and don’t cease to do so 

until you have the mind I have, but which is always in 

jeopardy as long as I am here. And now you should see more 

clearly why! 

“Talk, Act, Live as you must but always from the 

“System that Always Prevails” and where the Laws remain 

constant will come your thoughts.” 

Have you ever tried to “act natural” when all your 

thoughts are not “your own” as we know them here? 

The only possible way you could say yes would be if you 

were Following the Message exactly as given! The simplest 
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explanation of this is to say that you give Up your impure 

mind and Receive it back Purified and then you go on in your 

words, acts and deeds dedicated to the Good, the Right and 

True being All things to all people in order to save ONE 

EVEN! You see, some of the “little things” in the Message 

eventually get your attention and then your Recognition 

that in truth, they are the “Big things”! It’s all a matter of 

the mystery of Change. They become visible when you do! 

It’s the difference of being Present - here and there, and just 

being available here! In Reality there is no such thing as a 

scattered stranger, just non-Present Family members both 

here and there. Scattered Familywise and distorted Mind-

Wise, a “stranger” then, in that sense to the Truth! 

“Practice Always in your inner mind to remain open to 

I Paul.” What’s the “inner mind”? How do you go about this 

“Practice”? Again, Walking-After by Following The 

directions exactly as given, not as you or I elect, select or 

decide! 

“Now this . . . incomprehensible to all . . . except Him 

Almighty.” Once I tried to discern this; now I leave it alone! 

The same goes for the next two sentences. “N. Chambers is 

your earth counsel’s guardian.” What has been discerned of 

this sentence earlier has been incomplete, as have All such 

discernments up to the Chief Patriarch Missiles - Chambers 

to I Paul there is as Barnabas was to Paul here. Chambers has 
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never really left “T” - “T” simply eased away from 

Chambers. Of what value is Chambers? Everything given has 

value If it is given Full Recognition. Chambers was an 

Equalizer for “T.” I had I Paul, so Chambers was “given” to 

“T.” 

In the next sentence I had the numbers reversed but it 

really made no difference, and the First “or” should be 

“and.” 

“The numbers 330 or 303 or any combination thereof 

Have the same guardian protection. More later.” 

The numbers have been explained - in part - there is 

yet more to come. 

“You did well, you have Come” (by following my water 

signals.) “You now have advanced another light Plane.” 

With each successive success in following directions, 

we all advance by “light planes” here and Now. The more 

light we let in, the lesser the darkness of the still distorted 

mind.  

“More later tonight.” Self-explanatory. 

“Act, talk and relate naturally.” - This means in my 

contact with I Paul and not here, for that has already been 

covered. 
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“You will improve.” - In my contact and in my 

receiving and practice. 

“Your counsel Ted may ask six questions.” This is in 

reference to a “sitting” for that evening. 

“He must accept, as we know he will, whatever he 

hears.” The “we know he will” is comical now. Ted was so 

nervous he could hardly hear even. The six questions were a 

Golden Opportunity that just didn’t materialize from this 

end. 

“It is good you Come.” Same as beginning. 

I am sure that some will recognize that much more 

could have been included in this discernment. The major 

points were given and are traceable throughout The 

Message for anyone to see, if they are willing to exert the 

effort. Inclusive in #11 is Faith, Hope, Love, Truth, Wisdom, 

Unity and Peace. The question is, can you now “see” them 

and all the things that fit into each. 

Can you “see” the Good, Right and True herein? 

Can you “see” Honesty, Purity, Unselfishness and 

Love? 

Can you “see” Prepare, Follow, Come? 

Can you “see” the Mind of Christ? 
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Can you “see” The Light and The Way? 

Without these insights into Communication Eleven, 

you will not have, as yet, discerned it! 

If not, then in truth your understanding lies 

somewhere between Communication One and Eleven. 

Cogitation, Meditation, Contemplation and Prayer is 

not a lifting up of one’s mind and heart to “Life” but rather 

an “opening-up” of them to “Life” through the light 

Planes. It is the Covenant then being fulfilled by us through 

our efforts to Prepare and Follow in order to Come and be 

Perfected and Purified to enter into The Holy of the Holies. 

The Way is the Natural Way of Life and the Light gives 

the quality of its Actions, its form and its structure and its 

essences, such as Principles and Purpose and Above All its 

Guidance! 

Is the above sentence New? No, its Communication 

Eleven is its highest discernment. It is in every single 

Communication also and it is also a collective discernment. 

It simply takes an “exerter” to “see” it, to “hear” it, to 

“know” it, to teach it and to preach it! 

There are five “can you “see”” questions above. One of 

them is the Key to the Rest. Find it and you find the answers 

to the other four and in the five you find the Full 
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Discernment! 

Learning how to discern is a walk, a methodical 

plodding to-ward the “the Answer,” the Foundation then 

upon which everything else is built up from, erected upon. 

Take as an example “God is Spirit; therefore, he must be 

Worshipped in the spirit.” The First three words should 

come as no surprise to anyone. The two key words of the 

balance of the sentence are clearly “in the.” Once you can 

collect together all the meanings and intents of “in the” you 

can discern its usage anywhere in the Message and in the 

scriptures! 

As brother “T” has said “I need a place to start” - Try 

this - Can you truly Worship God in the Flesh? That’s as 

good a starting place as any for that one simple saying of 

Jesus which is loaded! 

You see, the Message is also loaded with simple 

statements, words on paper, but when the Effort is applied 

and Common Sense is Present, they then become Visible 

Revelations - esoteric then in the sense of “Private”! Private 

then because they are Silent. Silent being the way of 

Symbolism. We say secret but that’s not really proper for the 

silent is there for everyone to “see” and “hear” if they so 

choose to exert the effort. 

If I “P” say to you “the Message is not a Place for 
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Mindless people,” could you really understand what it was I 

was saying “in the silence”? 

We read scripture and we see such things as Jesus 

saying he didn’t come to destroy the law, not even a jot of it, 

but to uphold it, fulfill it even. What does “fulfill” mean? 

What happens to a covenant if it is true or false when it is 

fulfilled? Do you empty it out and re-fill it? Reading, as the 

Message states, is one thing, discerning is another. Even 

Jesus is quoted telling his followers the same thing - it was 

for them to know the private things, to have the eyes to 

“see” and the ears to “hear” even, and the same has been 

given to you! It’s a simple matter of seeing and hearing with 

your Mind exclusively over your eyes and ears. Even this 

requires discernment. 

It’s a simple matter of Remembering and Recognizing 

the Foundation of Recognition then. 

No one is going to memorize the Full Message, that is 

why the collection of each major point in the Message, such 

as the Mind of Christ, is so important so that once you have 

its foundation, you carry it with you and in this carrying of 

everything along with you, you can readily “see” and 

“hear” and “Understand” every reference to it. 

If, for example, a person says in my presence “Once 

death reigned” they do not have to speak another word. I 
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“know” the Whole of it! How? Through discernment. Can 

you take each of the three words and explain fully the 

meaning on each, the silent Truth therein? From “the” you 

should be able to do exactly that! 

Love, 

“P.” 
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30 - The Meaning of and Reason of Being 

Self-Supporting 

The Message says that those of Spiritual Designation, 

the Called then, should be self-supporting. This means 

gainfully employed by one’s labor, talent or service. 

It means those physically capable of such self-support 

must be engaged in it, so as not to be a burden upon nor a 

leech upon others. The Principles of Sharing and Caring, 

Love then, apply herein. 

From “the” discern Self-support as it applies to each 

individual - to married couples and those living together, 

the type of self-support acceptable and not acceptable - and 

anything else inclusive in the term “self-supporting.” 

Give us, then, a three-level discernment! We do not 

want your personal wants, likes or dislikes involved in this 

discernment - we want what The Message demands and 

why! 
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31 - Your Odor is Discernable 

The spirit, being of the Full measure loatheth the 

honeycomb - but to the hungry spirit every bitter thing is 

sweet. 

Ointment and perfume rejoice the heart: so doth the 

sweetness of a person’s friend by hearty counsel. 

Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but the kisses of an 

enemy are deceitful. 

Open rebuke is better than secret love “If”! 

Boast not thyself to me of to-morrow, for thou knowest 

not what happened today. 

A lying tongue hateth those that are afflicted with 

truth, and in that truth a mouth never flattereth. For 

whosoever diggeth a pit shall fall therein - and he that 

rolleth a stone, it will return upon him. 

So fool, hide ye behind the perfume and the ointment 

of lies, either way your odor is discernible. 

 

(presented at the Sunday 1-23-83 Teacher of Teachers 

meeting) 
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32 - Jesus Did Something Rash 

- What Are You Waiting For? 

Discerning - Self-Supporting - “Anything, then”! 

What is the symbolism behind “I am the A and the O”? 

The “A” meaning All and the “O” meaning One, and the 

statement itself meaning, not only A or O but everything in 

between. 

No one is further Along in the Kingdom than another - 

That’s why it is so important to give up your right to be 

right! Think on this! It’s all right to walk into the wind if you 

have your mouth open but nothing issuing forth! Simply 

Remember, when you seize the final word it never is, 

therefore better you keep your mouth shut when it comes to 

finality! 

The sweet savour of “having your mouth shut” is never 

as great as Doing it yourself! Self-supporting is the going 

from “a tent-maker” to the “Creator of a Gate.” 
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33 - “The Gospel According to Mark” 

What does that mean? 

Start with it All over again thusly: 

“the Gospel” - “According to” - “?” 

Let’s start with the “?” - we have been told that the “?” 

(Mark) is unknown. 

We have been told what the Gospel is - the rest is mute! 

All you or I need to know then is what is “the Gospel.” 

From a stance of who, what, when, where, why and how 

- discern “the Gospel According to Mark” 

Then simply “Prove it”! 
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34 - Discerning and Writing Mark 

The teaching of Jesus goes like this: the Kingdom is 

near, the strong man is disarmed, the forces of evil are in 

retreat, the physician comes to the sick, the lepers are 

cleansed, the great debt is wiped out, the lost sheep is 

brought home, the door of the Father’s house stands open, 

the poor and the beggars are summoned to the banquet, a 

master pays full wages to a man who doesn’t deserve it, a 

great joy fills all hearts, the hour of fulfillment is at hand - 

then it comes - the Cross of Truth and Love - now 

everything is restored except the Soul - Man must now, in 

Obedience to the Mind of Christ, transcend and Redeem his 

Soul, not in the Flesh, but in the Spirit - Man is Now, the 

Spirit is Future! 

Wake-Up - be Alert - keep the watch - be vital - 

vigorous - vibrant - be ready - be Prepared - Be Active - the 

Kingdom is in us Now - Christ is our Being yet we must be 

the Final Doing. How? Enter I Paul and Action! The Question 

Now is “when do we begin”? 

Jesus really had only one moral injunction: “set your 

minds and your hearts on the Kingdom and everything else 

will come into you as well.” 

If Luke 10:18 is true, how are we to understand death as 
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the final victory? In fact, how are we to understand Luke 

10:18? 

Also, in discerning Mark we must keep in mind that All 

references to the Parousia are of later Christian Religion 

doctrine - posthumous (published after the death of the 

author) and manufactured and therefore All such references 

must be disregarded! Since Mark has been proven as the 

first written, the earliest gospel then of those canonized all 

such references in the others must also be labeled as 

spurious! All the references to the “Coming of the Son of 

Man” are, without a doubt, interpolations. 

Keep in mind also that the author of the latest gospel 

called John refers to a Paraclete, a counsellor or a Comforter 

being sent by Jesus. Not “at once” but at the “end of this 

world” and clearly that to come, to be sent then, was not 

Jesus himself but “another,” a Paraclete! (see John 16:7 - 

Mark 8:38 -Luke 12:8) - Also Genesis 14:18-24 - the high 

Priest! A Christ?  

What then, did Jesus believe would happen when the 

time arrived for the Kingdom of God to be finally realized in 

its entirety? The gospel writers themselves tell us that this 

infallible Son of God was as fallible as Satan! 

Sometimes Jesus is quoted speaking of it in terms of a 

transcendental event - for if it only came on earth that 
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would limit it to those Alive at The moment of its 

happening, and that was not what he had in mind at all. On 

the other hand, his followers, like most Jews, believed that 

the event would be terrestrial and this worldly since they 

argue over who is going to sit in state on Jesus’ right and 

left, see Mark 10:37, But no matter what, all agreed that 

there would be a cataclysmic eruption of God into history! 

And Jesus is seen repeatedly issuing dire warnings of 

the Judgment that would then be inflicted - with a sharp 

separation of the sheep and the goats amid traditional 

Jewish exhortations of the terrible hellfire which surfaces 

quite heatedly in Matthew 13:50 and 25:46. But when that 

happened, when it would happen, who would be saved is 

practically impossible to clearly discern from the Four 

gospels. 

But whatever the answer, the proclamation of The 

Kingdom of God, present and Future, was the essential and 

overriding feature of Jesus’ Teaching and Preaching. 

History knows as much about Adam as it does about 

Jesus. The Later Church built up his fame for many reasons 

and they have painted him as a man, to be an ethical teacher 

- no doubt he was a Master Teacher, but it was not as a 

purveyor of moral instruction that he saw himself. 

It was only when the supposed imminent 
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consummation of the Kingdom did not materialize “as 

believed” the later Church had to scurry to build-up a facade 

and manufacture a moral and ethical system and claim it 

was Jesus’. Jesus’ whole, true teaching centered around 

Preparing people for that Kingdom which was imminent 

and for its first fruits which he believed himself to be 

Creating! (My Power, my Power, . . .!). That is the original 

feature of all of Jesus’ Teaching and Preaching, moral or 

otherwise, and a lot of it was “collected” and turned into a 

Sermon on the Mount by the Church. In Luke it is a Sermon 

on the Plain. In truth it was no Sermon at all. The Christian 

Church came into being because the Kingdom did not! 

The Christian Church completely disregarded Paul and 

“his calling” until they had established themselves, their 

doctrines and their gospels! 

The Truth is that neither Jesus nor Paul nor Peter 

established a Church of any kind and they never intended to 

do so. There would have been no Church if the war between 

the Jewish Messianists and the Gentile Christians had not 

arisen and that war, over who had the Truth would not have 

happened if the Kingdom had come and if they had paid 

attention to Paul and his teaching which was not of men nor 

of a man. 

If one would simply look close enough, they could 
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readily and clearly “see” the power of the “self” at work the 

moment Jesus was dead and before that moment even! It’s 

All through the Four Gospels! 

What is The Church in reality anyway but an 

independently based ethical system that Pretends to be the 

Church of Jesus and Pretends that its laws, rules, rites, 

sacraments and so forth are Jesus’ and nothing can be 

further from The Truth or the Will of God than Religious 

Christianity! 

Jesus’ teaching, though ample, was never systematic, 

and that applies also to Paul’s teachings and is quite evident 

in the Message as received. 

Furthermore, over ninety percent of what is cited as 

“Jesus’ ethical teachings” were not his at all but the 

repeating of what Jewish teachers, leaders and Prophets had 

already said in the past and easily found in the Old 

Covenant! 

However, Jesus did update, upgrade, and sharpen many 

of them - such as “love your enemies.” His “but I say” 

usually denotes Change! You need to keep in mind also, 

Remember and Recognize then, that when Jesus was here, 

he was talking from the base of the Old Covenant, that which 

he came to fulfill and did. The Church built itself on the Old 

Testament and used it as the Foundation of its New one 
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which they and they alone manufactured. The Old is 

irrelevant and the New in its entirety is irreverent! We were 

not Restored as “living souls” but as spirits inhabiting a 

body still seeking its Soul ever since the Garden 

Disobedience! The Soul was not Restored, and neither was 

Death! That’s a simple matter of mind and it is our One 

choice as to “how” we shall make The Transition from here 

to there. With Light or without it! 

 It is a basic Jewish belief that “All thy works should be 

for the sake of God.” “Thy works” means your every word, 

act and deed. Not all Jews believed in a hereafter. Many 

believed that the Now was All there was and if you followed 

the precept above you lived the Good Life Now and that was 

your reward by complying to it. Now Jesus took this saying 

and cast it into a more vivid focus by relating it exclusively 

to The endeavor to secure admission to God’s dawning 

Kingdom. “This is clear from the Beatitudes - “Blessed” are 

the . . . These were both summonses and promises, assuring 

the unfortunate, if they have Faith their admission is 

assured, easier even than for a rich man! 

“Set your mind upon his kingdom, and all the rest will 

come to you as well,” that’s really what Luke 12:31 is saying. 

That was why Mary of Bethany was preferred by Jesus over 

her sister Martha. Mary sat and listened to his words, she 

did not interpret nor do housework or anything else while 
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Jesus was teaching! 

That, too, was why the disciples had to be equally 

single-minded and which the gospel of Mark clearly spells 

out were not. Were not, when Jesus was with them and were 

not, after even and that is why the Christian Religion is a 

Pretense. 

If Jesus told the rich young man to go and sell all that 

he had and give it to the poor and then come follow him - 

what do you suppose he demanded of his disciples, 

something less? 

The gospels clearly spell out that not only must food, 

drink and clothing be totally unimportant in their eyes, but 

they must abandon everything they possessed in order to 

take part in the kingdom which Jesus himself was going to 

install upon them. “We have left everything to become your 

Followers” Mark 10:28. 

Jesus demanded the “Pure of heart,” the “single-

minded” and those free from a “divided self”! “Follow me 

and leave the dead to bury their dead” says it all! 

What Jesus demanded he meant, and he allowed for no 

compromise and that is why his chosen ones failed so 

miserably in all respects. To build a Church upon a 

foundation of miserable failures and disasters is to build 
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upon a foundation of sand. 

Why is the gospel of Mark important? It is the only 

“gospel” written out of the clutches of the Pretenders. Of 

course, we do not have it today as written, it has been 

desecrated, abused, added to and even has had deletions 

made. Our task then, is to restore it to its once Truthful 

status! 

Here, then, is the Task - we can accept the First and the 

last word of the gospel - we cannot accept anything dose, 

not even the Title. 
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35 - Memo: Warrant 

TO: The Family of “LIFE,” Servants of the SPIRIT of 

the ALL in ALL. 

FROM: I “P,” One Called to Be an Apostle of the Spirit of 

Life, a Soul for All Ages. 

I “P” say, in the Name of Jesus, Spirit of Death hold not 

my people over the time allotted to them. I give myself as 

bondman for their release. So be it. 

No Greater Love can One have for Another. I give my 

spirit up unto you. Let my people go, they do not 

Comprehend that “both” birth and death are healings. I 

confess, I am responsible. Therefore, “thinking Life” 

Always I “P” thank you. I sing Your praises. They are my 

exhortations. That makes us a duet. 

By my association with you, I “P” knows, he is not THE 

Advocate of the happening of the All in All. The First Light 

has Gestured. I can only gesture. 

I am not the Attorney of The Warrant. I have only been 

invested and invaded with its Wisdom and therefore its 

Power. I bend my knee. 

Man insists in labeling the three Mystics as the Family 

of Life. More Truthfully, he should give Recognition to their 
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True name which is Omni. 

Now knowing who and what is The True Mystic I “P,” 

can Unite myself and my Partner to the Family. I accept. 

Who, pray tell, could have it different? 

Who, pray tell, would have it otherwise? 

I Put the Church to rest. 

I rise to the Family. 

I Lower myself to say: I Love You. 

I “P.” 

A seeker who has found the realm of non-argument. 
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36 - No More CPM Meetings 

There will be NO more Chief Patriarch Meetings, so-

called, on Thursday Evenings.  

I “P,” the Message I AM, have Called them unto myself. 

Try to wrench them free. 

Now, they shall be put to the Greater Use. 

Discernment! 

The Chief Patriarch can, of course, call his own 

gathering any time he so chooses. 

The “Church” will, in the future, meet Only when a 

brother or a sister Needs such a “collective” gathering - 

Otherwise we shall All remain secure in our Preparation. 

Knock. 

The Message Stands “as given.” You must make the 

decision to Accept that “Given” or. 

Your servant “P.” 

A Family member Always. 

 

I have not come to destroy - Yet I hold A Sword. 
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37 - I Came, I Saw, I . . . 

First, let’s take out of the gospel itself All the Reported 

words of Jesus and see if we can align them into some kind 

of a chronological order, through our supplying the words, 

the mind or minds then, that are the authors or Authors. 

Mark, being a highly idiosyncratic gospel is no Easy 

Chore in relationship to its discernment. Our task is 

awesome - Yet we must get on with it, of discovering and 

isolating The specific, and often to ourselves alien, Features 

peculiar to the First, and not the twentieth, Century A.D. 

The deeper I dig, the less I know, simply because the 

Truth that destroys is at work - I must learn not to hold on 

to that destroyed. 

We must maintain a position of Guarded Optimism in 

our discerning at all times. 

Everyone must have a Bible and we should have in our 

presence at meetings one copy of every Christian Bible that 

is used by every Christian Denomination. 

Everyone should have a dictionary. 

At all meetings we need a Bible Dictionary of both the 

Catholic Faith and the Protestant Faiths. We should have a 

Concordance available. We should have a Synoptic Gospel 
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available. 

We All, bring nothing to these sessions, yet we leave 

absolutely nothing behind. 

Any discernment has to come from Stolen Freedom - 

our objective is to give back that which we did not pilfer. 

Soap, for you, Caiaphas, and Pilate is in the toilet! Dry 

your Clean Hands on the Tetragram. Freedom, and all that 

that word can possibly imply, is the Only Rule here in this 

Discernment. 
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38 - Now Getting Around to Business 

A True Mystic knows that to get away from or not to 

associate with unbelievers he has to get away from, or 

better, out of the world - whatever that is. 

Now, getting around to business, I shall discern that, or 

better, those things labeled as Gospels - it’s really very easy. 

God created Life or God created Man. God saw and said 

for Christ’s sake they got it all wrong. 

So, God came to earth - whatever that is - and said 

Look, this is the Way I intended. 

Man said Look who is this fool - and then they stoned 

him. Now god sits in his throne -wherever in hell that is, and 

man sits in his and awaits the Second coming. 

Sooner or later and when man gets tired of Stoning each 

other and Looks, he will see the God that’s Known as 

transfiguration. It is Known in The Kingdom as Life. 

P.S. No True Mystic would be wise enough to sign this. Just 

think about the poor mystic - after all - he really has 

only learned to speak coherently two words “Time” 

Now. 
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39 - There is no Realism in Reaganism 

Sitting in the White House of America the Beautiful is a 

not so beautiful egotistical maniac, a malicious egotist who, 

along with his female counterpart, are repeating some very 

famous last words of old “Let them eat cake.” 

We, the “have not” people, are the “them’s”! They act 

as if they and money are immortal and all of us should bend 

our knees and sacrifice ourselves to them and it, the New 

High Priests of the new “not the way.”  

His highness professes to be a Christian, but the Way of 

Christ is the Well-Being of All Life and Reagan and money 

do not stand for that Well-Being in every word, act and 

deed, so he must be, as are many like them, Anti-Christ. I 

accuse because of the Following, all of which are anti “the 

Way”: 

• Unemployment at record levels - to allow suffering and 

death. 

• Nuclear Armament - to kill, maim and destroy. 

• Prosecution for failure to Register for the draft - to kill. 

• Budget cuts that harm the Needy - to starve, freeze, 

shame, maim. 

• The weakening of the EPA - to allow the further rape of 

the land. 
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Seizing the Presidency from Political Promises that 

were lies in an attempt to win the up to now elusive Academy 

Award for Worst Actor. 

Supporting countries where human rights are 

practically non-existent - Guatemala being a Perfect 

example. 

Attempting to institute totalitarian government into 

our already shaky Free democracy. 

History has shown us that those who God will destroy 

he first makes mad with Power and Wealth! 

We don’t have an American in the White House; we 

have some Alien Nero and a pretender to the seat of Marie 

Antoinette. We do not have a Lincoln nor a Betsy Ross, but 

we certainly need such. 

Yes, what fools we mortals really are, we deserve the 

ego maniacs we elect, and boy are we getting it! 

Why, in full view of so much Good, must we Always end 

up with so much Bad? Can you, as an individual, justify his, 

or your vote or non-vote for such Results? 

If America Alone is ever fortunate enough to elect a 

True Christian to the Presidency there may not be enough 

cake to go around, but there will be enough bread to go 
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around to feed and care for the Well-Being of All in All. 

Capitalism, Socialism, Communism and Religionism 

are “not the way.” Spiritualism is The Way to “the Way,” 

the one Way, the only Way, for the Way is through Love and 

Truth and there is no other way except The Way of “Life.” 

We, the People, are now in bondage to a President who 

has no conception of Peace nor of human rights, especially 

the human rights, the well-being then, of those who he 

Pretends to Represent, but in Truth, serves only the interest 

of a particular Class, a small segment of the population of 

these United States and the World Money Community. 

Then we have the Serious Problem of World-Wide 

Crime of which every Nation contributes to more than 

against. The Soviet expansionism rolls merrily along and 

soon will fully swallow Afghanistan and the Soviet borders 

will be further extended. Will they reach heaven? - There is 

no end in sight of this Soviet crime wave which is exactly the 

same as the Expansionism of Germany and Japan in the 

Past. 

The United Nations has proven to be a Farce and if 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt were President today, he would 

destroy it. Not for its theory, but for its lack of practice of it. 

The facts have proven that the United Nations concept of 

World Peace is unworkable and the arms race, world 
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expansionism and International terrorism expand, all of 

which are designed not for world Peace but for World 

Conquest. A World Conquest, inch by inch that will go 

unchallenged now that Vietnam is behind us, for to 

challenge the Soviets means to destroy this world. The Fool 

in the White House knows this, and he knows we have 

enough arms to do the Job now, but he wants more and 

more, simply because that’s the only defense he has, a big 

but useless stick. We all know he has the big mouth! We have 

a Civilian Defense system of Every man for himself, that’s 

exactly what Reaganomics is - every big money interest for 

itself and assured the Full backing of Mr. Reagan! 

Five hundred business failures a month. Little ones, 

little businesses that is, are forgotten but the Chryslers are 

not. 

Now this is really a very poor attempt to voice oneself 

to the Problem. 

“Make”! it Perfect - you, and you, and you - it’s Your 

life! 

Love - “P.” 

Remember 12 million people who want to work are right 

now, today, unemployed. 
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40 - The Ides of March 

The ides of March - Saturday - “think tank.” 

A suggested Agenda and therefore requiring no vote we 

shall proceed. 

Let us, together, write a column for Common Sense that 

deals with the economy of the land we presently reside in. 

Let’s look at the Message and not the messengers. 

Healing. 

Let’s look at the messengers. 

Healing. 

Let’s see our dreams - our visions. 

Healing. 

Let’s look at each other. 

Healing. 

Let’s find out who we are and then why we are what 

we are - “NOW.” 

Let us, Lay down, the rules. 

Freedom - at All levels. 

If there is a discerner, let he or she speak now or 

forever. 
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41 - Be Advised 

To the Family - if T and DL Agree: 

BE ADVISED - please be advised. 

I am nothing. I am present. I am not available for all 

your petty foolishnesses. I am outside “your” political 

process. I am outside of “your” dull emotional process. I am 

available and only available in the business sense to our 

secretary. I am Present to my brothers, “T,” “DL” and of 

course the Woman I reside with. I am Always and in All Ways 

Present to “T” and “DL.” 

No More phone calls to me. 

No more “just dropping in on me” foolishness. 

If “you” want to talk to me, fine - it’s easy - talk to “T” 

and “DL” - you “see” me only through “T” - thanking You, 

“P.” 

 

If I were you and “DL” - I would sure as hell post this, in 

your version, Everywhere! 
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42 - Designation - Co-Mystic “G” 

My Dear Chief Patriarch, my brother “G,” Please hear. 

Please be advised in all joy and happiness of the 

following changes within the “Church” of the All in All and 

the thrusting into the leadership of The Family of “Life,” 

this: 

You are to be a Co-Mystic of the Family of “Life.” The 

designated Mystic of the Truth that settles Freedom. Walk 

Carefully, the task is awesome. Inform immediately “N” 

that he may assume the position of Chief Patriarch. It is his 

until his going over. Inform “JN” that she may immediately 

assume the position of Chief Prophet. 

Give notice to one and all that the bearer of the standard 

of Chief Evangelist is secure and the spirits are happy. Jesus 

alone can replace him. 

In regards to the Teacher of Teacher position, we now 

hold a challenge. It has been given to me to decide. It’s a 

great privilege. I “P,” pass it on to the Chief Evangelist, my 

dear brother “AD” to decide. So be it. 

Wisdom and of course in All Love, 

your servant - “P.” 
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P.S. Welcome to the very undistinguished rank of Mystic. 

Now your Pretending is going to be done for you as was 

mine - “if” you allow it, as I did. May Christ work in you 

and yours. See to it! 

We are now assured of eight. 

Let us not seed on barren rocks. 

Nothing else is inherent in these changes. I “P,” sees 

the hand that is still in command even though the mouth 

has silenced itself, the hand still moves. 

Allow me this “G,” may God Almighty give the three the 

strength to at least plant that which we Mystics hope to 

sometime and somewhere Harvest. Love. My God shall meet 

all your Needs. 
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43 - My View Is This 

Brothers and Sisters: 

My view is this: 

The changes clearly imply that we are moving out of the 

Realm of “Church” and into the one Realm - the Family - 

Remember, that the mill of God is Always and in All Ways 

slowly grinding. 

It appears as if we are getting Closer. Believe me, that is 

an illusion! “We” never get closer. Christ gets Closer. Please, 

for your own Sake Keep the Watch! 

your servant, “P.” 

Know now and forever, I “P,” Fully Remove myself 

from All Jurisdiction within both the Family and the Church. 

Three, to me, is enough. Listen to “T.” Then you will hear 

“P.” 

Understanding, 

“P.” 

Please, Finally, Wake Up! 
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44 - To the Current Family of “Life” from Its 

Servant P 

None of you really know me. 

I am a poor servant. I have tried. I have not succeeded. I 

do not apologize. What I have tried to do, I did in all good 

conscience. I smell the grave. Now I challenge all of you - try 

to outlive me. For therein lies your salvation. 

The Family of “Life” is no cult, no sect, no religion (god 

bless their hearts), no science, no illusion, no daydream, no 

vision, no hell, no limbo, no purgatory, no social dance or is 

song, no, none of these things. It is, and always will be, Life 

for “Life.” 

My God, when I compute myself against all of that, I 

know who I Am not! 

I comply. I have put the toys away. That “putting away” 

does not make me at all special. It only makes me Aware. 

Now I can say as my Master said: Whose head this, and 

whose inscription? Pay to them what is theirs but never give 

over to them what belongs to the Father. How in God’s Land, 

could I say otherwise? I have a new body. I am going home. 

I Pray I will not miss any one of you. I Love. I think. I have 

acted. Now the stage is yours. I’ve taken a handful of 
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promises - I will leave them behind. Catch one or two and 

then you can leave them behind also, for the less fortunate 

you and I. 

Now it is proper that my brother and my Partner should 

know me. It shall be done. One other must also know me. It 

shall be done. From these two shall come my revealing. It 

too shall be done. 

Once a servant, always a servant. I am no Roman, no 

Greek, no Gentile, no Sadducee, no Pharisee, no scribe, no 

priest, no Rabbi. I am but a Poor servant. I like what I am not. 

Know me. Love me. Do not ever idolize me. I am not worthy. 

Let me be your brother. Yes, even your servant brother. Let 

me. I do love you. I shall always love you. Today and 

tomorrow. Forever and forever. 

Remember servants never command, they seek only 

Justice and Mercy. 

May his Grace be with you. 

Love and Peace, 

your servant - P. 

I have been ordained to root out evil - my own first. I 

hope I have not failed. To see God is to be awakened to Peace. 

Love. 
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45 - Vulgarity 

Profanity has been around as long as prostitution or at 

least that would be my guess. What the Ancients used and 

labeled as profane is not the same as we use today. It is no 

secret that whenever people begin to learn a new language 

or live among people who speak a different language it is 

usually the profane that is picked up first. 

The Message puts down swearing as a daily form or 

means of communication. It is not conducive to learning but 

rather displays a lack of intelligence. 

Jesus himself used the common vulgarity of his day and 

age when he taught. In his day ass wasn’t vulgar - Raca was 

as was snake, viper and asp. 

In private conversations vulgarity should not be used 

unless one is quoting someone else and then consideration 

should always be given to those present. 

In teaching, it is allowed only for its shock value or 

quote value. 

Hell or damn is not vulgar in their true sense. 

Most, but not all vulgarity is simply a mask of an 

inability to think and read. It is but a substitute for learning 

or the will to learn. It is also a mask for hate and anger. 
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As the true languages fade into non-existence the 

vulgar proliferate. Not a single human being on the face of 

this world today speaks a Pure Language simply because 

none thinks Purely. Very few people out of the number of 

people there are in the world really understand what 

profanity is or means. What vulgarity is or means. What 

Profane is. What Vulgar is. What swearing is. What oath 

means, and so forth. Usually, it is left to the ear. It involves 

much, much more. 

Think on this before you make a full Judgment and 

commitment - either way. 

Peace, 

“P.” 
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46 - “P” - MAL - No Longer a Teacher 

Verily, I say to you that as a teacher I have been firm. 

Now I shall no longer teach as a teacher. I will confine myself 

to Preaching, now and then. 

All teaching now must come from the chosen. It should 

not be a secret to anyone that not all can truly learn or know 

the Message on an equal basis. Our learning abilities are 

quite different. Our schooling varies. Our mental 

capabilities differ. This is not a thing to be put down or 

snickered at. We must, all of us, allow those that do know 

lead others but only if they wish to be led. After All, Come 

Follow Me is really only an invitation - not a Command. I 

know that Jesus never wanted anyone who did not want him. 

He simply called; he did not Judge those who did not comply. 

Let the dead bury the dead was not a Judgment. 

Even when his own Family came to bring him home and 

cease his ministry, he did not Judge them. He simply asked 

a question. He did not Judge Pilate or the high priest or those 

given amnesty in order that he could be hung. He even did 

not Judge Saul of Tarsus. All he did was to call. But those 

called and once following he did demand from. There lies 

the difference. He despised pretenders, Hypocrites then. 

Verily I say unto you, so do I “P.” A simple yea or nay is all 

anyone can ask. Only you can answer. Do so in all honesty. 
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Pretenders are a dime a dozen. I do not wish to purchase any. 

This earth has an abundance of fools. It screams out for 

more Jesus’. 

For me or anyone else to keep repeating “I know” is of 

no avail to anyone except those that can say the same. 

Christian Spiritualism is really a matter of you “know” or 

you follow. 

Therefore I “P,” MAL, say to one and All, find out, 

experience, witness, leave or come Follow us. 

My Love and my Life, 

your Servant,  

“P,” MAL, no longer a teacher. 
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47 - The Ten Principles of Action for Christian 

Spiritualists 

1. FORGIVE. 

2. THINK. 

3. LOVE. 

4. PRAY. 

5. CONTEMPLATE. 

6. MEDITATE. 

7. CHOOSE. 

8. ACT. 

9. GO. 

10. TEACH AND PREACH. 
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48 - No One Person or Persons Are W-303 

Memo to: “T” and “DL” - Brothers and Partners, and the 

Mystics. 

(Thursday night’s meeting last). 

No one person or persons are W-303. W-303 is the 

Center of The Family of “Life” here on this earth, a remnant 

of the True W-303. 

Two are designated for V.B. - that doesn’t mean eight 

others “have” to go also. Choose and move means at least 

two but it does not demand ten. There will always be a 

Family in Falmouth for it is the First of our time. 

If the entire Family cannot right now accept “T” and 

“DL” as Partners, brothers and the Leadership of W-303 

while I am still alive, then they will never be able to do so. 

The Mystic at Large designation is a Spirit Created 

position in order to replace the Apostle of The First Light 

who has been Christed and has entered into that Light. The 

MAL is now holding in the flesh a Spirit Position! That’s one 

reason I “P” am not to be bothered with petty foolishnesses 

- I am not always Present “here” Now. 

I find that at a meeting when one of more 

communications are read, the Family has trouble of making 
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“the connections” between one and another and some very 

foolish questions are made of this one or that one. It’s really 

a simple matter of thinking and carrying certain things 

along with your thoughts. It needs to be learned. 
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49 - If Thou Canst Speak Well of Another . . . 

Greetings: 

If thou canst speak well of another, speak not at all. 

That’s great for a Religionist. It holds no water with a true 

Spiritualist. 

From now on I “P” will speak to no one who doesn’t 

speak to themselves. I am not going to be abused any longer 

by anyone’s ignorant self. I hold in my hands no favors. 

I see only what the spirit needs for me to see. I hear 

nothing, only that which the spirit wants me to hear. Can 

you, as an individual, see the difference? 

Now, I “P” have a commitment. It belongs to my 

brothers and my Partners, “T” and “DL.” I shall live up to 

that commitment. I ask nothing from them. It is strictly 

their commitment. I nail no one to the tree. I survive if they 

survive. That’s pretty simple. I need them - I do not have the 

slightest idea of what the hell they think they need. I cannot 

commit suicide - but they can murder me. I accept their 

judgment. I will not weep. Let them, then, be brothers and 

my Partners or my executioners. I really do not care, from 

that level. I am a foul weather veteran. Some day - Some 

Place - Some How, some other, all of you will follow 

someone or something. I now follow someone. I say to you, 
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pick and choose. Simply be perfect in your choice. 

Love, 

“P,” MAL. 
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50 - Now I Give You The Spirit 

Now I give you the Spirit. You are now totally locked in. 

There is no escape. Try. 

Dear beloved laborer, take good care of your brother 

and Partner. Now, he needs you. Protect him at all cost - 

even your life - save him. Love him. Leave it All to him. In 

his hands place it all. No greater things can you do. So be it. 

Js. 

Wait, I shall come again to you. Cease your arguing - it 

prevails me nothing. You are now prepared - show it. Show 

me. 
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51 - The Time Approaches 

My dear brothers and sisters; my Partners: 

I come to you in All Love and All Unity and in All Peace. 

Greetings to one and All. Greetings and Salutations. 

I P am not ashamed. I P am not afraid. I P am I “P.” 

Glory to the Father. Glory I say to the Christs. Glory I say to 

one and all who follow Jesus and do things in his name. The 

name above all names. Rejoice, I say, Rejoice. You are 

wanted. Unity and Peace. These two we Need. 

Change and Righteousness, these are our goals now. We 

need Truth and Wisdom to make it all Real. Let us together 

make it all Real. I shall not weep, unless you insist upon it. I 

will if you insist. I would rather not. 

It took a while but now I have my feet upon The Way. I 

intend to stay there in spite of all of you and myself. I intend 

to remain firm. Don’t attempt to provoke me. I will bury you. 

I will no longer play games with you. 

Remember that and give it Recognition. I will no longer 

play games with you. I have grown up, playmates, I now 

keep The Watch. 

I have arose and I have gone into the mountain. I did eat 

and I did drink. I have gone in The strength of that meat. I 
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have forty days and forty nights unto the Mount of the 

Almighty. I have come to the cave, I lodge there. Behold the 

work of our Christ-Jesus for they have asked me “what 

doest thou here?” I have answered “I have been very jealous 

for the Lord of Hosts,” and I added, “I am concerned for my 

Family.” Yea, I said, “our kind, your children have forsaken 

your Covenant, I will take their punishment if you will allow 

such.” I only am left to do such a thing. Who then, seeks my 

life, to take it away? A great and strong wind rents the 

Mount I stand upon. Is not my Lord and my master in that 

wind? Oh, woe be to me if he is not. Tell me God, tell me a 

poor servant that he is. I see after the wind an earthquake. I 

see. Yet my Lord and Master is not in The earthquake. What 

shall I say? And after The earthquake a fire. Yet the Lord was 

not even in the fire. Ah, but after the quake, after the fire, a 

still small voice. It shall be so because you have told me so. I 

shall repeat it all in his name. Seek me out Lord do not leave 

me behind.  

Yours always, 

“P.” 

My most profound need is that none of you insist upon 

my burying you. Better you should bury me and save me all 

the trouble. But, if you insist, I will do my duty. Amen! 
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52 - Press Release 

Are you hungry? Do you know anyone who is? Are you 

lonely? Do you know anyone who is? The Family of “Life” 

here in Falmouth has a deep belief in human dignity, human 

rights and true human needs. We fervently wish to do 

something in support of them. 

As residents of this Township, we of the Family of 

“Life” simply cannot accept the fact that someone here can 

go hungry or be lonely, and in need of a friend. We sincerely 

wish to be that friend. 

Please call us at 540-12301 or write to us at P.O. Box 

303, Falmouth, Mass. We will respond and assist where the 

Need exists. 

The Family of “Life.” 

 

Instead of a Paid Ad we could try to get the Falmouth 

Enterprise to print something as a news release. 

 

1 The phone number and P.O. Box are no longer valid. 
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53 - Nobody Came - Only Us 

My name is not important. I am simply a human being 

who, within his own protestation, was attempting to reach 

out to his fellow human beings. 

I look upon my brothers and my sisters as total equals. 

By troubles I am sure, are their troubles - and theirs mine. I 

have tried to help. 

I wonder why I am ignored by them. I do not ever ignore 

them. 

The Family of “Life” asked a very simple question. A 

Justified one I believe. 

“Is anyone in Falmouth hungry?” “Is anyone in 

Falmouth lonely?” We did not mean to pry. We wished only 

to Love. To Care and to Share. Please Falmouth, forgive us 

for our stupidity. Neither the one Newspaper that 

supposedly serves this town would give us a yawn. Neither 

the Radio Station that serves this town, supposedly, would 

give us a line. 

We Understand. We only wish that the rest of you could. 

Pawns are always pawns. “They” shall forever hold your 

minds. That’s what they are in the business to do. 

You see, dear friends, the Family of “Life” is not in the 
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money business. We are in the equality of the People 

Business. 

We do not sell Copy - we have nothing to see except 

Spiritualism. We are not a Religion - any religion. We are 

Christian Spiritualists. 

I believe, if you see ant segment of the truth and the 

totality of your very own life and that of the Life of All, you 

may purport to Love - I say to you - Look at our Message. 

If you believe that a handful of people worked their 

hearts out to feed the hungry and cake friends with the 

lonely just because we didn’t have anything better to do 

with our own lives, then you are sadly mistaken. The loaves 

and the fishes are at best a precarious way to go. Yet we at 

least attempt to do what the Spirit asks. We may consider 

our effort a fall - some may even go so far as to label it a 

failure. I would simply ask “How do you feel after the effort 

given?” 

Answer to your own conception of Faith. I personally 

feel for one and all who have truly exerted the effort to do 

the Good-Work that was suggested to us. Thank Grace for 

each and every one of you. 

Yet, in victory or imagined defeat, I wonder. Did we 

approach the problem in the Common Sense and therefore 
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the Correct Sense? I am a great believer in Results. If I get 

some, I can rejoice. If I do not, then I must examine my 

approach. Let us do this. Let us do it again. Let us follow the 

lead of the Spirit and cease in our attempts to lead it. 

To each his own Gift - Let us not covet one another’s. 

So be it. 

Friendship - Fellowship - Familyship - Leadership - 

Servants - brothers - sisters - Partners - Carers and Sharers 

- Amen! 

Be then, of good repute. Do not despair. Do not lose 

sight of that which is good, true and right. We are powerless 

to make the things of the Spirit work. We can only Act and 

Follow. We can in all truth do nothing more. 

Love and do as you will! 

With no disappointment, 

Your servant and brother, 

“P,” Mystic at Large. 
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54 - Charity - Its Common Sense Application 

Weigh the Cause and then Act! 

Those called and designated have a responsibility to 

one another before all else. The Family, as it now stands, 

cannot save the world, feed the world or do anything like it. 

Anyone can be a Family Member, for in truth everyone 

on the face of this earth is, but for The Now only those 

exerting the effort toward the Mission and its Purpose are 

the Recognized. 

We have no space for contentious spirits, for loners, for 

strifers, for back-biters, for gossipers, for malingerers, for 

foolishnesses and excusers. Being humble of heart and mind 

doesn’t mean “be a damn fool” - it’s a demand simply 

because they will bring about the New Worlds and give 

everybody a share in them if they want it and will do 

something about it! You’re in or you’re out and a simple yea 

or nay is all that is required once they have heard the Way to 

“The Way”! 

Jesus told Peter get thee behind me Satan, he showed 

no favorites. He said to Peter what he said because simple 

simon was more concerned about the things of men than he 

was of the things of God. 
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Jesus told his disciples and followers to do many things, 

such as love your enemies because to hate them was a 

simple waste of time and energy which was more urgently 

needed to The tasks at hand. Love is not money nor 

monetary contributions to fools, wasters, and aimless 

wanderers. 

The tasks and Mission come First - the “tryers” come 

first - you still do not feed the Children’s food to the dogs; 

you don’t cast Fear to the swine. 

Until you can truly love yourselves you can do nothing. 

Once you can do that you have to immerse that self-love, 

that self-regard and move up to the love one another level 

and that also has to be total in the Family of “Life.” As it 

“now” stands or will stand whenever that level is reached 

collectively. Charity is a collective. 

You cannot do anything about the Present hostilities 

and strifes and divisions, and gossip, and back-biting of the 

world until you have destroyed them within the Family and 

Fully established the Love one Another Level among the 

Called and designated. 

You need to turn the cheek here first. 

You need to give your coat and more here first. 
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You need to Pray for those here first. 

You need to Love and not waste your “time” nor energy 

in hating, in anger, in strifes and so forth. Until you do, you 

cannot help anyone else in need because you are no better 

off than they are - you are naught but the blind leading the 

blind - you are filled with Religious preconceived ideas of 

what Love isn’t and you “know” nothing about the Love 

that Jesus taught nor I Paul wrote about. 

Money has never saved a single spirit - The absence of 

it has saved many! 

Besides knowing nothing about Genuine Love many 

know nothing about money either. Every time you buy 

something “you do not need” you spit on the Message. As 

long as you continue to live from “want” you continue in 

“self” and you are really useless to Christ-Jesus and The 

“happening” of The All in All. Be ye as little children - 

Receptive then to the important things of the Way and not 

deceptive about them. 

Charity belongs to those in need, in true need and not 

the “self” manufactured ones. Stop reading words on paper 

and mixing them up with old, preconceived ideas. Study and 

think them out and then comply with them. That’s common 

sense. 
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The Way of Jesus has been maligned and abused, even 

by the Christian Religion, as being unworkable in our day 

and age. The truth is nobody knows that. Why? Because 

nobody has ever tried it in this day and age and only a few 

since Jesus revealed it! 

My Major Priority is the Message. Then comes the 

Partnership and then comes the sisters and brothers of the 

Family with designations and then comes any and All who I 

can help and who are in true need both physically and 

spiritually and spiritual need always comes first but never 

forced upon nor brought from by a contrived act of Charity! 

Charity and all that that word implies includes Wisdom as 

well as Common Sense! A very careful Perusal of the 

Message will show you what “Charity and all that that word 

implies” means. 

Faith - Hope - Love - Truth - Wisdom - Unity and 

Peace. Giving and Receiving then at all levels of the 

Universe. 

Charity is our greatest Responsibility. No one ever 

Proved that point more nakedly than did Jesus. 

Love and Understanding, 

“P,” Mystic at Large. 
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55 - Meditation: Eye of the Dream 

For those who have followed the directions and have 

truly attempted to exert the honest and sincere effort called 

for to get out of “self” and stay out, the following is a sure-

fire way to solve problems and receive answers from The 

Spirit that are purely not “self”-seeking. 

Practically every human being in this world goes to bed 

with problems and questions. Most of them earnestly seek 

solutions and answers. Many use prayer while others simply 

leave it up to fate. Others attempt to run away and hide from 

them. To many, sleep is an escape. To others suicide is the 

only way out. To others schemes and striking out seems to 

be the best solution. 

The only true solution is Unity and Peace through 

Concentration, Meditation, and the Dream. For those who 

have followed the Message diligently this is a very simple 

process. If you have a question or a problem that is truly 

vexing you, when you retire do this: Concentrate on it with 

ABSOLUTELY NO Malice, anger or hate in your mind or your 

heart. Once you have it fixed in your mind meditate upon it. 

Not its solution mind you, simply meditate on the problem 

or the question and stay with it until you fall asleep. 

From one to five days, or nights, you will “dream” 
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about it and in that “dream” you will have the answer. It is 

truly that simple and that sure-fire! It never fails. Only you 

can fail if you do not follow the process as given. 

This is no experiment. It is a revelation to those now 

Present and exerting the effort. 

Not only can this process not fail, but I guarantee as the 

Mystic at Large to join you in your journey. 

Try it and “see.” 

Love, 

“P,” Mystic at Large.
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56 - Theme, Purpose, Life of 

the Family of “Life” 

The theme of the Family of “Life” is Unity and Peace. 

The Purpose of the Family of “Life” is Recognition. 

The Life of the Family of “Life” is Spirit. 

We are Spiritualists - therefore we should All be 

Spiritual. 

The Truth is We are Not. 

We must All learn to share and to care. Keep in mind 

that I said, “We must All Learn to Share and to Care”! 

How selfish are you - truly, how selfish are you? 

Do you “own” anything that you will not share with 

me? 

If there is anything I Love, it has to be Open hearted and 

closed-minded Christian Spiritualists. Yes, that’s the 

pinnacle I stand upon - and that’s not a perilous pinnacle. 

So, in setting up the Purpose of these third Thursday 

meetings allow me to lay down the following guidelines: 

1) If you have something to say and it is Constructive - 
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say it - otherwise withhold your “self” from us. 

2) If you have a needed request for someone share it 

with us so, we too, may care - but even better we may Act. 

3) Let us all be as “Life” intended - Sisters and Brothers 

- but better Children! Now and Forever and without any 

pretensions whatsoever. 

I warn you of this - if I read you in pretension, I will 

expose you. 

Love, “P,” Mystic at Large. 
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57 - Expandable or Expendable 

Dear ParaNormals: 

It ought to be clear to you all, now, that you are 

expandable or expendable - the choice is truly yours. As I 

was fond of saying at gatherings, “Say one for me and save 

one for Christ,” so must you also. A good ParaNormal knows 

how to urge, surge, purge and splurge. 

Now beloved laborer it is well known you are not well. 

We want you to rest and spend All your time in fasting, 

prayer, contemplation, cogitation and meditation. Purge 

those things that plague you. We will guide you. Until we call 

you, follow our directions diligently. Love. 
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58 - The Wrath of a Patient Man 

It is good you come. We are well pleased with you, dear 

laborer, in your attitude with your peers. Your patience and 

recognition that you are but one of three earthly 

paranormals and you have restrained yourself from 

interfering in their tasks or mission. Of course, All there 

should be reminded to beware the wrath of a patient man. I 

Paul proved that on more than one occasion when I was in 

the flesh. You, dear beloved laborer must continue to rest 

and to follow our directions exactly as given. I will call you 

to when it is time, to continue the Mysteries. Now before I 

Paul leaves you; I shall answer your question. 

The body never “gives up the spirit.” The spirit gives up 

the body - withdraws from its cocoon but cannot do that 

until it has firmly in its grasp the lower mind - if that does 

not occur, then the body simply expires in time and the 

spirit remains earthbound with the few exceptions given in 

the Message. As to your other problem, please do not fret 

over it - allow us to handle it. 

In All Love and Peace and Goodwill to you, “T,” “DL” 

and the others we await you. 

Js, J, I Paul, VH, others of the Spirit Realm. 
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59 - Excerpts from Messages  
Received over a Three-Month Period - “P” 

Greetings: 

I James, in the name of my brothers and with the 

blessing of my brothers’ brothers and Partners speak to you 

three, the ParaNormals of the Family of Life. I James, as the 

protector of W-303, ask to be heard. 

Listen! Take counsel, execute judgment; make your 

shadow as the night in the midst of the noonday; hide the 

outcasts; bewary2 him not that wandereth. Let our outcasts 

dwell with you. 

I lay upon you three a heavy burden. I make no 

apologies for as brother I Paul has stated, I want more and 

more and more. Spirit is never satisfied - never satiated. 

Now I shall attempt to educate you who are the true 

designees of the Master - ParaNormals - the greatest 

designation that can be given by Life to a human life. Wear 

it well. Brother Paul elucidated well about the Well. “Go to 

the Well” he said, he was not dreaming. “And the waters 

shall fail from the sea, and the rivers shall be wasted and 
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dried up,” “Yet, the Well shall never go dry.” 

Now through brother “P” you have been given access 

to the Well. Why should you be stricken anymore? You know 

well those who revolt more and more, their whole head is 

sick and their whole heart is faint. You, as a ParaNormal in 

the name of Christ-Jesus cannot afford such luxury. 

Except he had left us such a very small remnant I would 

not be wasting nor sharing my space with you. 

What I do have is yours. That’s not my decree. 

I James, I see you. I see your lies. I see your pretensions. 

I see your “self’s.” I see your tempers, your angers, your 

angles. What, tell me, do you see? 

You, who have been gifted with the most elusive of all 

designations, what do you truly see? If you can still look into 

a glass and see yourself, then you will fall, again and again. 

Your country is desolate simply because you are not 

there. Get there. 

I give unto each of you, a Bell, a Book, a Light. Grasp 

them as you grasp Life! Furthermore, we give to two of you 

the Power and the Wisdom to heal in his name. 

To what purpose is the multitude of your angers, your 

tempers, and your explosions against your fellow human 
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beings? Are you Superior? We think not. 

When you finally come to appear before me, receive me 

then, who has requested of in fact required that you walk in 

my court? You are most fortunate for you are protected. If it 

was my decision, I would make you earn it over and over 

again. 

Yes, they call their powerful and they call their mighty 

- I would be more cautious. 

Please, send me, I James, no more vain oblations, they 

are an abomination to me. My brothers do not share this 

with me. Yet, since I James, am entrusted with the Way of 

ParaNormals we shall, until told otherwise, do it my way, 

which I hold to be the true Way. 

I speak unto you as an equal, as one sharing and living 

in your realm - there are moments when you must 

Understand from whence I come. 

Now, I James, burden you. Stand by and support brother 

“N.” 

Stand by and support all the Mystics. 

Stand by and invigorate All the others. 

You must fulfill dreams. You cannot do this if and when 

you are deep in “self.” 
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You, “P,” are instructed, here and now, to guide your 

brother ParaNormals. You know that ParaNormal is not a 

spiritual designation. It is purely a physical-material one - 

but that is the realm you are presently entrapped in and we 

shall, as always, recognize that factor. 

Lead your brother ParaNormals into the dark recesses 

and allow us to give them the Light. 

The silence of I Paul shall once again be broken - Jesus 

has requested this to be. 

I James, remove myself from All your thoughts, trials, 

tribulations and whatsoever. I James, give you over once 

again to I Paul, my brother and my brother’s brother. 

Greetings: 

It is good you come. I have missed your presence but I 

Paul have always and in all ways been with you. Now my dear 

laborer, I return, not so much to you who has almost 

completed his task but to your brothers and your partner 

ParaNormals. Brother James will stay with “T.” I Paul, never 

forsaking you will walk with “DL.” You, you no longer have 

need of anyone’s guidance, you know and understand the 

Way home. So be it. You have fulfilled two of the three. 


